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ABSTRACT 
The hybrid finite element procedure for the solution of 
two-dimensional plane elasticity problems IS investigated. A study IS 
made of early proposals which were based on the a pnon satisfaction of 
stress equilibrium conditions to the more recent verSlOns where such 
conditions are relaxed. This latter approach leads to a more general and 
flexible choice of parameters and the use of an appropriate coordinate 
system for the analysis. By choosing modified variational principles 
such as complementary energy, the Hellinger-Reissner 
principle, vanous forms of hybrid finite elements 
or a more general 
are obtained. The 
theoretical basis and properties of the elements are discussed. Two 
configurations 
quadrilateral 
quadrilateral 
are considered In some detail, four 
alternative 
each case. 
elements. 
element 
schemes 
A 
for 
third case which consists of 
IS also introduced. This 
the rational choice of stress 
and eight node 
the mne node 
work describes 
parameters for 
A few example solutions for plane problems are presented to show 
the merits of the vanous finite element models. Of special importance 
are the convergence, coordinate invariance, spunous kinematic modes and 
the number of stress parameters. Based on these measures, the best 
elements are identified. Results are also presented which verify the 
optimal sampling locations, effects of reduced order of numerical 
integration and locking phenomenon. 
Finally, a new development IS proposed which modifies the stress 
modes In global coordinates to stress modes In curvilinear coordinates. 
Based on infini tesimal equilibrium relationships and dividing the 
assumed stress into its lower order and higher order parts, the patch 
test can be passed. Numerical studies show that the accuracy of the 
elements IS generally good. A simple computer implementation for this 
procedure is described. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
It IS often difficult to find exact mathematical solutions to 
engineering problems. Consider, for example, a two- dimensional elastic 
body of arbitrary geometry and boundary conditions and subjected to a 
set of externally applied forces. The method of the theory of elasticity 
serves to formulate this problem In terms of partial differential 
equations. However, the conventional analytical solution to these 
equations can only be found for limited cases (Boresi and Chong, 1987). 
Thus, for general cases attempts have been made to find approximate 
methods, with which to attack an otherwise insoluble problem. With the 
appearance of the electronic digital computer, the numerical methods are 
becoming more effective and an elegant device for solving accurately 
complex physical problems. One class of such methods has been given the 
name finite element methods (Nath, 1974; Grandin, 1986). 
Although the term "finite element" was first used by Clough in 1960 
In a paper on plane elasticity problems, the origins of finite element 
analysis are much earlier. Historically speaking, the first 
approximation to a continuum problem was given In the work of Hrennikoff 
(1941) and McHenry (1943) where solutions to elastic continuum problems 
were obtained by replacing small portions of the continuum by an 
arrangement of simple 
significant development 
of a torsion analysis. 
each of which IS 
elastic bars. Later, Courant (1943) presented a 
In numerical solution techniques In the context 
He used an assemblage of triangular elements, 
linear In warpIng displacement and used the 
Rayleigh-Ritz method to develop the system equations. These approaches 
were later formalised by Turner, Clough, Martin and Topp in 1956 where a 
direct evaluation of continuum properties IS attempted USIng a 
two-dimensional arrangement of triangular and rectangular shaped 
1 
elements. 
concepts 
analysis. 
Almost simultaneously, Argyris 
m a senes of publications on 
(1960) developed similar 
energy theorems m stress 
Since these early works, there has been rapid development m the 
finite element method and it IS now frrmly established as a general 
numerical technique for the solution 
subject to known boundary conditions. 
is given by Zienkiewicz (1973b) and 
of partial differential equations 
A detailed review of this progress 
Hughes (1980). The questions now 
being addressed are the best ways of achieving accurate, reliable and 
efficient solutions as pointed out by Irons and Shrive (1983). 
The mam attractions of the method are its suitability for 
automation of the equation formation process and the ability with which 
they can be applied to highly irregular and complex structures, loading 
situations and material properties (see Gallagher, 1975). 
1.2 BASIC CONCEPT OF FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
The basic concept behind the finite element method IS the 
subdivision of the solution domain by Imagmary lines into a finite 
number of discrete sized subregions or finite elements (Fenner, 1975). 
Associated with this imaginary mesh of elements are a discrete number of 
nodal points. These nodal points can lie anywhere along, or inside the 
subdividing mesh lines. Thus, m the finite element method of analysis 
the domain will be replaced by a system of finite elements and the nodes 
connecting them. 
The next step m the method 
individual 
assembled 
element properties representing 
to form the overall system 
of analysis IS to 
the body. These 
equations for the 
determine the 
will then be 
entire domain. 
The resulting system of simultaneous equations is solved for the unknown 
quantities. These are the standard steps m any finite element solution, 
regardless of the approach used to find the element properties (Huebner 
and Thornton, 1982). 
the critical step m 
unique description of 
the boundary of each 
finite element models 
and a classification IS gIven by Pian (1973b). Once these assumptions 
The evaluation of the element properties IS 
any finite element analysis and IS based on the 
the unknown function (or functions) within and at 
element. Different choices will lead to different 
2 
are made, the element properties can be obtained by different methods. 
Variational methods are the most well established and widely used 
procedure of obtaining element properties (see Oden, 1979; Yoshida and 
Mura, 1984). 
In the early development of the finite element method, two 
conventional methods were used namely, displacement and equilibrium 
models (Fraeijs de Veubeke, 1965a). Displacement models which use nodal 
displacement as the unknowns are the most used and this IS due to a 
large degree to the simplicity In concept and ease for computer 
implementation (Clough, 1965). On the other hand equilibrium finite 
element models have attracted less attention (Gallagher, 1973). There 
seems to be no universally accepted formulation for equilibrium elements 
and they are currently derived by two alternative techniques which use 
either stress functions (Sander, 1970) or stress components (Fraeijs de 
Veubeke, 1964) as the fundamental variables. It is apparent from results 
that each of these two techniques often gives equilibrium elements which 
are not entirely satisfactory as reported by Allman (1979) and Taylor 
and Zienkiewicz, (1979). 
restrictions and deficiencies 
Equilibrium elements can suffer from 
which render them unsuitable for general 
application, although, some recent work by Sarigul and Gallagher (1989) 
and Allman (1989) have suggested some improvements. 
Displacement finite element models are also not without 
difficulties. Computational expenence showed that these elements can be 
excessively stiff. This overstiffness Increases rapidly as the aspect 
ratio worsens. A classical example is that of a rectangular beam modeled 
by membrane elements and bending In its own plane (Berkovic and 
Draskovic, 1984). Also, when displacement elements are used for problems 
involving nearly incompressible materials, the overstiffness phenomenon 
will become increasingly apparent as the Poisson's ratio approaches the 
value of 0.5 (Stolarski and Belytschko, 1983). There IS considerable 
sensitivity to distortion in element geometry and usually a large number 
of elements is required for an accurate solution. 
In order to Improve the severe 
framework of the displacement formulation, 
proposed. Among these are, a reduction 
element stiffening, within the 
several approaches have been 
In the order of numerical 
integration introduced by Zienkiewicz et al. (1971), or 
flexural deformation by adding nonconforming displacement 
restoring the 
modes Wilson 
3 
et al. (1973) or the use of both proposals as gIVen by Choi and Bang 
(1985), or by adding a stabilisation element stiffness matrix Belytschko 
and Bachrach (1986). However, the resulting elements give rise to other 
difficulties and some of the advantages of the displacement method may 
be lost depending of the method used. For example the computer 
implementation may be complicated, convergence may be lost, deficiency 
in the rank of the element stiffness matrix may occur, the elements may 
continue to lock and we no longer have a lower bound to the strain 
energy. 
An attractive alternative formulation IS the assumed stress hybrid 
model which was originated by Pian in 1964. These elements are based on 
two independently interpolated fields, stress and displacement. For a 
hybrid element with a gIVen number of nodes there IS a degree of 
flexibility In the choice of the assumed stresses. Therefore, with a 
proper choice of the assumed stresses, it IS possible to develop a 
finite element model which IS supenor to the conventional finite 
element model based purely on the assumed displacement approach. 
Confidence In the hybrid models has steadily grown SInce their 
conception and they are now increasingly used in finite element analysis 
(Day and Yang, 1982; Alaylioglu, 1984). 
Other advantages of hybrid models include their flexibility on the 
requirement of continuity of assumed fields compared to the conventional 
models, their freedom from exceSSIve stiffening and the elements usually 
give more accurate results. 
1.3 SCOPE OF THE THESIS 
It IS well established that the key to the success of any finite 
element IS the proper selection of the fundamental 
of appropriate local, natural coordinates (Fried, 
1984). Thus, the purpose of this work IS to 
hybrid finite element formulations developed so 
functions and the use 
1969; Haggenmacher, 
investigate the vanous 
far, to propose and 
evaluate new developments and their implementation into computer 
programs. 
The maIn rum IS to provide rational ways for the selection of the 
stress modes for the quadrilateral element with 4, 8 and 9 nodes. 
Special attention IS gIVen to all the factors relating to element 
4 
. . 
stability, coordinate mvanance, 
parameters. This is established on 
analysis of simple structures to 
element models. Also discussed 
convergence and the best stress 
an experimental basis by checking the 
show the merits of the vanous finite 
10 a secondary context are Issues of 
numerical integration, the effect of nearly incompressible materials and 
optimal sampling points. 
The subsequent chapters are as follows: 
In chapter 2, we investigate the foundations of the theory of 
finite element method as it applies to elasticity 
we present the displacement model and the standard 
theory. In particular 
assumed stress hybrid 
model. Questions of numerical integration and convergence are also 
discussed. 
Chapter 3, IS devoted to the theoretical basis of different hybrid 
elements and discusses their various features. 
The fourth chapter, exammes the applications of the previous 
hybrid models to the case of quadrilaterals with 4-, 8- and 9-nodes and 
their implementation into a computer program. 
The fifth chapter, presents a companson of numerical results 
obtained from different hybrid models. 
The final chapter, contains the conclusions and makes suggestions 
for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 
FORMULATION OF FINITE ELEMENTS FOR PLANE ELASTICITY PROBLEMS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter the formulation of the finite element method IS 
considered for the plane linear elasticity problem based on variational 
principles. Two specific techniques are considered for the construction 
of just one final form of global equations, the stiffness form, where 
nodal displacements are the final unknowns. This chapter opens with a 
section that reVIew the important elasticity relationships, the 
governmg differential equations and their equivalent integral form. 
Then, application of variational principles to derive the necessary 
element properties for the displacement model and the original assumed 
stress hybrid model is presented. It should be noted that the particular 
variational principle that we decide to use dictates the unknown field 
variables represented m the finite elements (Huebner and Thornton, 
1982). Since finite element analysis techniques are based on integral 
formulations, the effect of numerical integration on the element 
matrices IS quite important and the next section IS devoted to this 
matter. Finally, the convergence of finite elements solutions to the 
exact analytical solutions are discussed and the patch test IS 
described. 
2.2 MATHEMATICAL CONCEPT 
2.2.1 Plane elasticity equations in general curvilinear coordinates 
We summanse m the following the basic differential relationships 
of linear elastostatic behaviour required for the derivation of finite 
element models. This IS shown for the two-dimensional plane case m 
general curvilinear coordinates (the equation for other coordinate 
6 
systems can be derived as special cases). The use of curvilinear 
coordinates IS sometimes convenient for the solution of problems 
involving general shaped plane elements and they are particularly useful 
when investigating the element properties (Morley, 1963). 
These equations are presented In tensor notation. Hence, they hold 
for any coordinate system that can be derived from cartesian coordinates 
through admissible transformations (Morley, 1987). Extensions to more 
special coordinates system are reserved for those sections where related 
elements are examined. Detailed derivations are given in Green and Zema 
(1954) and Fung (1965). 
The differential equations of equilibrium 
Strain-displacement relations 
C .. = 1/2(u. I. + u.l.) 
IJ 1 J J 1 
Stress-strain relations 
Boundary 
c .. = Cijkl IJ 
't
ij 
= E ijkl 
conditions 
-
U.= U 
1 
'tkl 
C
kl 
In V 
In V 
In V 
In S 
t 
In S 
u 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
In these equations, the range of indices IS 1,2 and summation on 
repeated indices IS implied. ~j IS the stress tensor; the symbol 
denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the spatial coordinates 
defined by the subscript; X 1 is the body force vector, V is the volume 
of the elastic body with boundary S, n. IS the unit normal vector to the 
1 
boundary S; S and S are the portions of S with the prescribed stresses 
t u . 
and displacements respectively. Also, T are the boundary tractions; ui 
7 
-the displacement vector, ui the vector of the prescribed boundary 
displacements, E.. the infinitesimal strain tensor and C E th 
IJ ijld' i j k I e 
tensor of the elastic compliance (C =(E. rl). 
Ijld IJld 
The analysis of the equilibrium of elastic bodies reduces to 
finding the solution of the system of field equations (2.1) to (2.3) 
which satisfies the boundary conditions (2.4) and (2.5). 
A characteristic relationship In the solution of plane strain and 
plane stress problems is the Airy's stress function 0, by which in the 
absence of body forces, eq. (2.1) are satisfied by stress calculated 
from 0 such that: 
(2.6) 
where E are the contravariant components of the permutation tensor, (see 
Mason, 1980; Allman 1989). 
To complete the presentation, the compatibility equations are 
presented: 
E 1 +E 1 -E 1 -EI =0 ij kl kl ij ik jl Jlik (2.7) 
2.2.2 A variational formulation of the elasticity problem 
In the preceding section, we reviewed the partial differential 
statements for linear elastic bodies for the two dimensional plane case. 
In this section, attention IS gIven to the integral statements that must 
hold for those bodies. These integral relations are the different 
variational principles that apply to solid mechanics problems. These 
variational principles In the small displacement theory of elastostatics 
and their applications to the finite element method have been 
investigated In detail and are well established (Washizu, 1982). They 
are divided roughly into two groups, namely, conventional variational 
principles and variational principles with relaxed continuity 
requirements. They are related to each other through variational 
transformations characterised by Lagrange multipliers (Pian, 1972; 
Prager, 1967). 
In the variational formulation the problem IS to find the unknown 
function or functions that ex tremise (maximize,minimize) or make a 
8 
stationary the value of a specified integral relation known as 
functional n. Thus, we set the variation 
(2.8) 
with 
the 
respect 
elasticity 
to the independent variables. The 
differential equations known as 
solution to (2.8) yields 
the Euler differential 
equations. 
The finite element method IS defined as a discretisation 
for the integral form of variational principles, it replaces the 
integral form n by a summation of element integral form ne. 
m 
process 
global 
(2.9) 
Then, every integral form IS discretised USIng finite element 
approximations, this 
global matrix (Dhatt 
leads to element matrices to be assembled In a 
and Touzot, 1984). The assumed trial functions are 
defined over each element and not over the whole solution domain. They 
have to satisfy only certain continuity conditions between elements. 
It should be mentioned that the use of variational principles has 
gIVen 
analysis 
deriving 
a number of contributions to the development of structural 
by the finite element method (Washizu, 1971); for example, In 
different finite element formulations, In establishing 
and formulae for bounds (Fraeijs 
the variational principle may 
a 
de 
be 
convergence proof (Cowper, 1973) 
Veubeke, 1965b). Consequently, 
considered as one of the most 
method (see Mason, 1980). 
important bases for the finite element 
2.3 DISPLACEMENT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
2.3.1 Introduction 
From the early development of the finite element method, with its 
ongIns In structural analysis, a considerable effort has been spent on 
refinement of the so called displacement method. Thus, this method 
provides a natural introduction to finite element analysis and provides 
a good basis for the assessment of any other finite element formulation. 
In this section a general formulation for finite elements based on 
assumed displacement field is presented and the general behaviour to be 
9 
expected from such elements IS discussed. The general procedure remains 
the same regardless of the type of element employed. The displacement 
method IS identified as an application of the variational principle of 
mInImum potential energy (Hansteen, 1970). The basic shape of the 
element chosen is a quadrilateral, the sides of which can, however, be 
distorted in a prescribed way. 
2.3.2 Formulation of displacement based finite element method 
2.3.2.1 Variational principle 
Consider an elastic body of a gIVen shape, deformed by the action 
of body forces and surface tractions. The principle of minimum potential 
energy of such a body may be stated as the vanishing of the variation of 
the total potential energy functional f\,' which may be expressed as: 
n =J (1/2 E. E .. E -X.U.)dV-J 1.u.dS p V Ijld IJ kIll S 1 1 
t 
The notation IS the same as that used previously. We may 
ignore body forces, X and seek solutions to eq. (2.10) 
accordingly. Then the effects of body forces may be superimposed. 
When a solid is divided into a finite number of discrete 
V , the potential energy functional may be written as: 
m 
n = \' [J (112 E .. E .. E )dV-J 1.u.dS 1 p ~ V IJId IJ kl S 1 1 
m tm 
(2.10) 
initially 
modified 
elements 
(2.11) 
where Stm is the portion of the boundary of the mth element over which 
the surface tractions 't are prescribed and the summation extends over 
the m elements of the system. 
In applying this principle, E.. IS written In 
IJ 
displacements u., and the variation of the functional 
1 
prescribed displacement boundary conditions and 
compatibility conditions. The above statement can be 
form as: 
10 
terms of the 
should satisfy the 
the interelement 
written In matrix 
(2.11) 
2.3.2.2 Element equations 
Here we describe the 
analysis. Matrix notation IS 
vanous 
used 
the 
stages necessary for a finite element 
to write the fundamental equations. 
Displacement 
interpolated 
models 
from the 
assume internal 
nodal displacements 
displacements u 
- q 
to be 
9n by the displacement 
functions N tenned the shape functions. These shape functions must be 
chosen 10 a manner that complete compatibility with the neighbouring 
elements is enforced. 
u =N a 
- q - ~~ 
(2.12) 
The compatible strains are obtained from the partial derivatives of 
the displacements as: 
(2.13) 
where 1? is the appropriate differential operator, B IS known as strain 
matrix. The corresponding stresses are then 
(2.14) 
where E is the matrix of elastic constants. 
Introducing (2.12) and (2.13) into (2.11), we obtain 
where: 
JSe = fVrn 1! TJ? 1! dV 
QT = r t T N dS 
- JStm - s 
are respectively, the element stiffness 
nodal forces. In the above, t is the 
are the values of ~ along the boundary. 
11 
(2.15) 
matrix and the row matrix of 
prescribed surface forces and Ns 
The element stiffness matrix Ke and the element nodal force 
Q can be assembled into the corresponding global matrices K and 
eq. (2.15) may be written as: 
IS = L IS e 
m 
matrix 
* Q and 
(2.16) 
where, each component of each element vector q appears in the structure 
-n 
vector g. We note that summation of the element volume integral, In 
(2.16) implies the expansion of element matrices to "structure size". 
Similarly, the assemblage of nodal loads is expanded. 
Then the application of the minimum principle 0np= 0, will yield a 
set of algebraic equations from which the unknown nodal displacements 
can be evaluated 
IS g =9 • (2.17) 
The mimmum number of displacements which must be constrained is 
equal to the number of rigid body degrees of freedom of the structure 
(Britto and Gunn, 1987). This IS a consequence of the inclusion a pnon 
of the rigid body modes in the original parametric field. 
2.3.2.3 Requirements for the displacement interpolation functions 
To fulfill the condition of the principle of mInImUm potential 
energy and to be rigorously assured of convergence as mesh refinement 
Increases, the interpolation function must satisfy the following 
requirements (De Arantes Oliviera, 1968): 
1) Compatibility requirement: Since only first order derivatives of 
displacement appear In the integrand of the functional of the potential 
energy, the interpolation function must be such that at element 
interfaces the displacement is continuous 
2) 
the 
Completeness 
displacement 
requirement: The 
within an element 
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interpolation functions 
must be such that 
representing 
rigid body 
displacements and constant strain states are represented III the limit as 
element size is reduced. 
It IS generally agreed (Pian, 1971) that the condition referred to 
as the completeness requirement IS 
convergence, while numerous examples 
the 
have 
necessary 
indicated that 
condition for 
finite element 
models based on non compatible interelement displacements can result in 
converging solutions. 
2.3.3 Element interpolation functions 
2.3.3.1 Shape functions 
For a solution of plane elasticity problems, for which the 
continuity of only the displacements components IS required at the 
interelement boundaries, it IS a relatively easy matter to construct the 
shape functions to fulfill the above two conditions (Zienkiewicz et al., 
1970). The shape functions have the property that Ni IS unity at node I 
and zero at all other nodes. 
Three basic elements are considered for two-dimensional elements 
(Fig. 2.1). The shape functions are given below. 
8 
2 
4-node elemen t 
--_.---" T)i~ 
• ___ e __ _ 
5 2 
6 
8-node Serendi pi ty 
element 
8 
""---.---"" 
;l~ 6 
... ___ e __ _ 
5 2 
9-node Lagrangi an 
element 
Fig. 2.1 Parent element, node numbering for 4-, 8-, and 
9-node quadrilateral finite elements. 
1- 4-node element 
For the linear element case 
1 ~ i ~ 4 (2.18) 
with i being identified by coordinates, where ~i and T)i take their nodal 
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values. 
2- Serendipity 8-node element. 
For the quadratic element with additional midside nodes. The shape 
functions for a comer node are given by 
(2.19) 
for midside node the following expression gives the shape function 
with ~i = 0 
with 11i = 0 
3- Lagrangian 9-node element. 
For quadratic element with central node 
for comer nodes 
for midside nodes 
for central node 
j:2 2 N.= (1-~ )(1-11 ) 
1 
i=5,7 (2.20) 
i=6,8 (2.21) 
1 ~ i ~ 4 (2.22) 
(2.23) 
i=9 (2.24) 
Each of these elements preserves displacement continuity along 
element boundaries. 
2.3.3.2. I soparametric mapping 
One of the most significant developments m the assumed 
displacement method was the introduction of isoparametric finite 
elements. Historically, the first compatible isoparametric element was 
the 4-node quadrilateral (Taig and Kerr element, 1964). Later the 
concept was generalised by Irons (1966) and Ergatoudis et al. (1968) to 
other element configurations. 
The essential idea centres on mappmg or transforming simple 
14 
geometric shapes In some local coordinate system into distorted shapes 
In the global coordinate system. This is achieved by USIng 
x = L N. x.; 
1 1 
y = L N. y. 
1 1 
(2.25) 
n n 
In which X., y. lists the nodal coordinates and n IS the total number of 
1 1 
nodes assigned to the element. 
If the shape functions chosen to describe the element coordinate 
are identical to those used to prescribe the function variation eq. 
(2.12), then the element IS termed i sop arametric Zienkiewicz (1973a). 
Care must be taken to ensure that the local to global mapping is unique. 
The isoparametric elements use local curvilinear coordinates to 
formulate the element matrices. These coordinates ~,ll; are usually 
dimensionless and range from -1 to 1 
The isoparametric elements satisfy the criteria of 
continuity of displacements within elements. It can be 
1976) that rigid body modes and constant strain 
interelement compatibility are also provided for. 
2.3.3.3 Evaluation of element properties 
invariance and 
shown (Cantin, 
behaviour and 
In all cases the usual definition will result In integrals of the 
symbolic form 
Iv I! dV (2.26) 
As interpolation functions u are gIVen In terms of the local 
-q 
curvilinear coordinates, it IS convenient to obtain their derivatives In 
these coordinates. However the evaluation of (2.26) reqUIres cartesian 
derivatives. Thus, if we use ~,ll coordinates, USIng chain rule of 
partial differentiation we have 
[aN~~l = [ax/a~ ay/a~ 1 rN~X 1 = [aN~X 1 J 
aNi/art ax/all ay/art aNi/ay - aNi/ay 
where J IS known as the Jacobian matrix, and we have 
-
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[
aNJaX] = rl [aNJaS]. 
aNJay - aNJdrt 
The Jacobian matrix can be explicitly written for isoparametric elements 
as: 
J = [aNt/as aN2/as ............ ] [~~ F] 
aN l/all aN2/drt.... ......... : : 
(2.27) 
and can be evaluated numerically for a specified element at any set of 
S,ll coordinates. 
The differential volume 
terms of the curvilinear 
differential volume is 
dV= dx dy= I J I dSdll 
(or area) 
variables. 
must similarly 
It can be 
be expressed III 
shown that the 
(2.28) 
where IJI IS the determinant of the Jacobian matrix J. Actual 
integration will III general be performed numerically and will be 
discussed later. 
The elements described so far are called compatible displacement 
models which use displacements that are compatible both in the interior 
of the element as well as along the interelement boundaries (Atluri and 
Pian, 1972). This model produces a piecewise continuous lower bound 
convergence to the exact solution. In these elements, the property of 
stiffness invariance IS automatic, I.e. the element stiffness with 
respect to displacements in a local element system is independent of the 
element orientation and location. The element stresses neither satisfy 
the equations of equilibrium within the element, nor gIve stress 
resultants III equilibrium across element boundaries. Instead approximate 
satisfaction of the equations of equilibrium IS achieved III an integral 
sense III accordance with the principle of minimum potential energy. The 
structural response tends to be stiff and the output stress are less 
accurate than the displacements (see Barlow, 1986). 
2.3.4 Modifications to the displacement method 
For isoparametric plane elements, it is known by past studies that 
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the element perfonnance is improved by USIng reduced integration for the 
evaluation of the stiffness matrix or the introduction of incompatible 
displacement modes at the element level (Choi and Bang, 1985). These 
will be described below. 
2.3.4.1 Reduced integration 
The effect of reduced integration IS remarkable. In reduced 
integration, the stiffness matrix IS integrated by 
than the exact one (Shimodaira, 1985). Two concepts 
success, unifonn reduced integration and selective 
In unifonn reduced integration the whole of the 
a lower 
have been 
reduced 
stiffness 
order rule 
used with 
integration. 
matrix IS 
integrated by the same rule, while In selective reduced integration each 
part of the stiffness matrix associated with different strain components 
is integrated by different rules (Malkus and Hughes, 1978). 
Some comments 
integration follow. A 
displacement analysis 
on the practical use of reduced and 
first observation IS that bounding property 
IS lost. An important observation IS that 
selective 
of the 
if the 
order of integration IS too low, the solution may not be possible, I.e, 
the stiffness matrix of the total element assemblage could be singular. 
The types of mesh instabilities when reduced or selective integration 
techniques are used with linear 4-noded and quadratic 8- and 9-noded 
quadrilateral isoparametric elements In the analysis of plane problems 
are indicated by Bicanic and Hinton (1979). In addition to the above 
considerations, 
directly be 
Bergan and 
the 
affected 
Fellipa 
. . Invanance 
by the 
(1985). 
nonconfonnity and thus there 
will be ensured. Although 
of an element stiffness matrix can 
integration scheme used as reported by 
Reduced integration inevitably leads to 
is no guarantee that convergence of results 
this method was first considered as a 
numerical trick, recent work elevates it to a legitimate methodology 
(Kreja and Gywinski, 1988). 
2.3.4.2. Incompatible displacement modes 
The 
condensation 
and lacks 
incompatible displacement model IS based 
of internal displacement parameters at the 
the displacement continuity between 
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on the 
element 
elements. 
static 
level 
The 
corresponding element stiffness matrix IS fonnulated usmg the principle 
of minimum potential energy (Pian and Tong, 1986). 
In deriving the stiffness matrix of the incompatible element, the 
displacement field 1!- may be split into two parts 
u = u + 1!-A (2.29) 
-q 
where u and 1!-A are expressed, respectively, m tenns of nodal - q 
displacements go and internal parameters A, u IS the same as m eq 
- q (2.12) and 
1!-A = ~ ~ (2.30) 
with M as shape functions, not compatible with neighbouring elements. 
By expressing TIp in tenns of q and A and carrying out aflP/aA=O, A 
- 0 -
can be expressed in tenns of nodal displacements q. Then TIp, can be 
- 0 
expressed in tenns of the nodal displacements q 
- 0 
only, and the element 
stiffness matrix Ke can be detennined. 
The rum for the addition of the interpolation functions M IS to 
mcrease the capability of the element m producing closer 
approximations to the exact solutions. The incompatible shape functions 
have zero values at the nodes and produce incompatibilities m 
displacement field along the interelement boundaries. Therefore, the 
calculated total potential energy IS not necessarily a lower bound to 
the exact total potential energy of the system, and consequently 
monotonic convergence is not assured. 
Nonconforming elements 
continue to be used because 
often achieved (Strang, 1972). 
are of obvious importance in 
m 
they 
The 
any 
both the 
are less 
questions 
numerical 
categories described above 
stiff and better accuracy is 
of convergence and accuracy 
method of approximation. By 
violating the compatibility condition, these elements obviously fall 
outside the category embraced by the proofs of the prevIOUs section 
have been made (compatible elements). Attempts to prove the 
and as a test to investigate whether an 
elements IS convergent, the patch test has 
described later. 
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convergence 
assemblage of 
been proposed 
nonconforming 
and will be 
2.4 ST ANDARD ASSUMED STRESS HYBRID ELEMENT 
2.4.1 Introduction 
The finite element method based on the standard assumed stress 
hybrid model is fonnulated below. This model, initiated by Pian (1964), 
IS based on the modified complementary energy principle In which a 
compatible displacement field IS assumed along the element boundary 
whereas an equilibrium stress field IS assumed within the element. 
Because stresses are independent from element to element, the stress 
parameters are eliminated at the element level, thus producing an 
element stiffness matrix corresponding to nodal displacement degrees of 
freedom only. For an element with a given number of nodes there is a 
degree of flexibility in the choice 
for the hybrid method, there is an 
of assumed stress modes. In general 
optimum choice for the number of 
stress modes (Pian and Tong, 1966). However, the freedom to 
independently interpolate the stress field can lead to difficulties. 
This concerns the appearance of zero energy defonnation modes for an 
element In addition to the rigid body displacements. Finding such 
kinematic modes and the effective ways of suppressing such modes in the 
finite element fonnulation and other features are discussed. The choice 
of the assumed stress was left open in this method. A 9-node element 
based on this model will be developed in chapter 4. 
2.4.2 Theoretical development 
2.4.2.1 Variational principle 
The standard assumed stress hybrid method IS an approach to the 
fonnulation of element stiffness matrices that IS based upon a 
generalization of the complementary energy principle n, where, for a 
c 
linear elastic continuum as stated by Vallabhan and Azene (1982) IS as 
follows: 
- J T. u. dS 1 1 
Sum 1 
(2.31) 
Where the notation IS the same as before and cartesian tensor analysis 
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IS used, s refers to the portion of the boundary of the elements over 
urn 
which the surface displacements ii are prescribed. In USIng the 
variational statement of (2.31) III conjunction with a finite element 
method, the assumed stress field, In order to be admissible, must be 
such that it satisfies a pnon, not only the field equilibrium 
equations but also the constraint that at the interelement boundaries, 
the traction must be reciprocated between the adjoining elements. This 
interelement traction reciprocity can be satisfied III an average sense 
by incorporating into IT, a continuous field of Lagrange multipliers A. 
C 1 
at the interelement boundary which are functions of the coordinate and 
are to be treated as additional variables. Therefore the augmented 
complementary energy functional is as follows: 
- IT (a) 
C L J \ Ti dS 
m Sm 
(2.32) 
The Lagrangian multipliers A. can be obtained from 8n = 0, with 
1 I~c 
respect to o'. . and A, it can be shown that the Lagrange multipliers A. 
1 J 1 1 
are equal to u., the displacements along the inter element boundary 
1 
(Atluri and Rhee, 1978). Substituting eq. (2.31) into eq (2.32) yields 
n = \' J 1/2 C.. a.. a dV - J T.u. dS - J T.u . dS 
I ~ c L IJkl IJ kl 1 1 1 1 
m Vm Sum Sm 
IS 
It IS noted that the prescribed traction boundary condition 
an "essential boundary condition" In the formulation based 
(2.33) 
on S 
tIn 
on eq 
(2.31). It IS In general impossible to choose o' .. , In V such that 
IJ m 
a n =t on S IS satisfied a pnon. In such a case, the prescribed 
ijj i tIn 
traction boundary condition is added to I1mc as a constraint condition by 
choosing additional Lagrange multipliers u on S and furthermore 
tm 
setting u - u at S the functional can be written more conveniently 
urn 
as: 
n = \' J 1/2 C. a .. a dV -J T.u. dS + J t.u .dS (2.34) 
I ~ c L Ijkl IJ kl 1 1 1 1 
m Vm Sm S tm 
This implies that the assumed stress field can be arbitrary regarding 
the boundary conditions and can be written in matrix form as: 
I1mc = L J 1/2 <!T~ <! dV - J "!,T~ dS + J !T~ dS 
m Vm Sm S tm 
(2.35) 
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· h ili S m IS t e boundary surface of the m element. 
2.4.2.2 Basic equations 
In the finite element solution, stresses within the element are 
given, in matrix fonn as: 
(2.36) 
In which J3 are a list of undetennined parameters, and the tenns of P are 
polynomial expressIOns involving the coordinates and are chosen such 
that the assumed stresses satisfy the homogeneous equilibrium equations. 
It IS noted that body forces are ignored at this stage and can be 
inserted as equivalent nodal point values as shown by Pian and Tong 
(1969). 
The boundary tractions which are derived from cr of eq. (2.36) can 
be expressed as: 
T = R J3 (2.37) 
where R are defined correspondingly to the appropriate coefficients 
matrices of (cr.. n.= T) where n. are the components of the unit vector 
~ J 1 J 
nonnal to the boundary. 
Finally, the continuous boundary displacements can be assumed by 
interpolating the nodal displacements <I
n 
uniquely along a boundary 
segment with appropriate boundary coordinates in the fonn of 
u = L q (2.38) 
- - - n 
Substituting eqs (2.36), (2.37) and (2.38) into (2.35) would yield 
m 
with 
<! = Ism 13 T~ dS 
9 = Is tm ,!,T~ dS 
(2.39) 
The stationary condition of nne with respect to variations of J3, 
yields a relation between J3 and q which for an element is given by 
- - n 
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~ = H-1G 
- - - gn (2.40) 
when the modified complementary energy IS rewritten m 
find 
terms of q, we 
n 
m 
where Q is the 
matrix gIVen by 
element load vector and K 
-e 
K = GT H-1 G 
-e 
IS the element 
and the 
system 
similarly. 
summation corresponds to the usual assembly operations. 
level, hybrid and displacement based finite elements are 
2.4.3 Selection of stress parameters 
(2.41) 
stiffness 
(2.42) 
At the 
treated 
The success of a hybrid element lies in the appropriate choice of 
stress parameters according to Lee and Rhiu (1986); Chang and Saleeb 
(1986). In the original development of assumed stress hybrid elements, 
no definite rules were proposed for making such a choice and the 
guidelines for the stress interpolation are limited to: 
1) The dominant requirement is the suppressIOn of kinematic deformation 
modes. This is a necessary condition for the stiffness matrix to be of 
sufficient rank. By inspection, the expressIOn for K reveals an 
-e 
important fact about the number of stress modes which must be assumed. 
Since the rank of a matrix product is never higher than the lowest rank 
of the two factor matrices, the number of stress modes (n~) must be at 
least equal to the number of displacements degrees of freedom of the 
element (n) mmus the number of rigid body modes (n). If this 
q r 
condition is not met, the stiffness matrix will have a rank deficiency 
greater than the number of rigid body degrees of freedom, and the 
structure will be unstable. 
2) It can be shown that increasing the number of stress parameters for 
a given displacement field leads to increased stiffness. 
Therefore, from the latter condition, it can be concluded that 
there is an optimum choice for the number of stress modes for a gIVen 
boundary displacement approximation to obtain an exact solution to a 
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problem (Henshell, 1973). Also, there does not seem to be any method 
that predetennines the choice of optimum number of assumed modes. The 
situation will be different for different problems. In practice, to 
reduce the computing effort, it is desirable to keep this number to the 
rmmmum possible while preserving correct stiffness rank. However, a 
large number of possible stress fields can be defined which satisfy this 
condition. Therefore the central problem then becomes one of assuring by 
careful choice of cr in V, that the rank of k should be equal to 
- m -e 
(n -n ) 
q r and numerical experimentation IS required to identify which of 
vanous possible stress field IS best. This problem IS particularly 
troublesome as the number of nodes in the element increases. 
2.4.4. Zero energy deformation 
The zero energy defonnation modes correspond to a set of nonzero 
nodal displacements g, for which ~, and therefore the stresses, are 
o 
zero. The number of zero energy defonnation modes can be calculated by 
perfonning an eigenvalue analysis on the element stiffness matrix, the 
number of zero eigenvalues in excess of the number of rigid body modes 
IS equal to the number of spurious zero energy defonnation modes. 
An alternative IS the analytic detennination of the spunous zero 
energy modes. For an element, the stress parameters ~, and therefore 
stresses and strains, are related to nodal degrees of freedom q, by eq. 
o 
(2.40). Since H is positive definite, a rigid body and/or spurious zero 
energy mode corresponds to a nonzero q for which 
o 
T G q = 0 
- -0 
(2.43) 
and therefore, stresses and strains are zero. It IS seen that eq. (2.43) 
must have, as its nontrivial solutions, only the vectors q = q (r=1,2,3) 
o r 
I.e. the rigid body modes. Any other nontrivial solution would be a 
spunous kinematic mode. It should be noted that the number of solution 
qo '* 0 which satisfy eq. (2.43) IS equal to the number of zero 
eigenvalues of the element stiffness K (Pian and Mau, 1972). An example 
-e 
of examining this zero energy deformation modes is presented by Spilker 
(1981 a) and procedures for treating rank deficiency have been the topic 
of considerable work (Cook and Zhao-Hua, 1982), and comments on the 
danger of their presence (Irons, 1976). The crucial configuration for 
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testing stiffness rank is a square geometry In the two dimensional case 
according to Spilker and Singh (1982). 
Suppression of the spuriuos kinematic deformation modes can be 
achieved either by a direct calculation of the rank of G and adding more 
stress terms until the rank proves adequate, or the choice of the stress 
terms is based by assigning at least one term in the stress polynomials 
corresponding to each of the basic deformation modes involved In the 
assumed displacements (see Pian and Chen, 1983); Rubinstein et al., 
1983). A more mathematical statement of this method is contained in Ying 
and Atluri (1983) and Xue et al. (1985). 
2.4.5 Features of the standard assumed stress hybrid element 
Hybrid formulations do not possess upper and lower bound 
properties. However, it can be reasoned that they hold out the 
possibility of a solution that lies between these limits. Pian and Tong 
(1966) have shown that the results obtained by the standard hybrid model 
are always bounded by that of a compatible model using the same type of 
interelement boundary displacements and that of an equilibrium model 
USIng the same type of interior stresses. Also, Tong and Pian (1969) 
have shown that if the element is stable, the convergence of the assumed 
stress hybrid element to the exact solution is ensured. 
The ability to independently interpolate stresses has lead to some 
advantages, 
be included 
where effects such as a stress singularity may conveniently 
to satisfy 
prescribed 
In the hybrid formulation. It IS also possible 
boundary tractions USIng a special free boundary element 
which can make considerable improvement in 
according to Pian, Tong and Luck (1971). 
stress based elements will yield supenor 
analogous assumed displacement elements as 
(Barnard, 1973; Spilker, 1981 b; Edwards 
the finite element solution 
Generally, standard hybrid 
results compared with the 
established by many authors 
and Webster, 1976). Also, 
standard hybrid elements show no SIgns of locking (e.g. overstiffness in 
thin beams). 
However, In hybrid formulations, it IS necessary to invert a matrix 
In order to generate an element stiffness matrix. Therefore, In 
comparison with assumed displacement method, hybrid formulations usually 
require more time to compute an element stiffness matrix of the same 
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SIze. In 
. . Invanance 
assumed displacement elements, the 
IS automatic. However, In hybrid 
property of stiffness 
stress elements, this 
condition IS not automatic unless a local coordinate system IS used. 
Additionally, it IS inconvenient to satisfy the equilibrium conditions a 
pnon In the standard hybrid stress element (Zhao, 1986) SInce it 
restricts the selection of the interpolation functions. Also, there IS 
no universel principle for the selection of stress modes In these 
elements. 
Finally, it IS noted that to obtain progressively better accuracy, 
we must improve the stress and displacement approximation properly and 
simultaneously (Pian, 1973a). It is the aim of this work to investigate 
and develop these points. 
2.5 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
2.5.1 Introduction 
Earlier in this chapter we saw that obtaining the element stiffness 
matrix required the integration of a matrix over the area of the 
element. In many cases it IS impossible or impractical to integrate 
these expressIOns In closed form especially for complex distorted 
elements. So, instead, numerical integration IS employed. It IS found 
that the use of numerical integration simplifies the programming of the 
element matrices. The most common method used In finite element 
applications is considered below. 
2.5.2 Gauss quadrature 
Since practical application of the finite element method reqUIres 
the integration of a large number of matrices, it is important that one 
obtains the greatest possible accuracy with the mInImUm cost (computer 
time). There are many techniques of numerical integration, however, the 
most accurate numerical method in ordinary use is the Gauss quadrature 
formula (Britto and Gunn, 1987), which has found great acceptance In 
finite element work. Quadrature rules for quadrilateral elements are 
obtained by combining one-dimensional quadrature formulas over the 
parent element as a double integral. Consider the definite integral 
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1= If v f(l;.11) d~d11 = r: [ r: f(~.11) d~ ] d11 
and approximate both the integration with respect to ~ and with respect 
to 11 by one dimensional quadrature rules of order n, we get 
1= flv f(~,11) d~d11 ~ t [t f(~i;ru Wo] Wo 
0101 J 1 J J= 1= 
The double integration In (2.43) can be reduced 
summation over the entire set of integration point by 
with the single index I with n =n2 
I 
2 
it. Lt f(~i·11) Wi] Wj = JI f(~ 1.11 1) WI 
(2.43) 
to a single 
replacing (i,j) 
That IS, to approximate 
several sampling points, f(~ ,11 ) 
1 1 
the integral, evaluate the function at 
and multiply by the appropriate weight 
WI and add. Note that when the integration IS written as single sum 
-
weights w I are products of weights from one dimensional rule. The 
point 
(e.g. 
numerical values of the weighting factors and integration 
coordinates can be found In any standard finite element book 
Brebbia and Connor, 1973). In general, one dimensional Gauss quadrature 
USIng n points IS exact if the integrand IS a polynomial of degree 
(2n-l) or less. Thus, in using n points In each direction we effectively 
replace the given function f(~,11) by a polynomial of degree (2n-l) in 
both ~ and 11. 
2.5.3 Minimal order of integration points 
The choice of the order of numerical integration IS important In 
practice, because, firstly, the cost of analysis Increases when a higher 
order of integration IS employed, and, secondly, usmg a different 
integration order, the results can be affected by a very large amount 
(Bathe, 1982). 
Irons (1970) states that the mInImum number of integration points 
is that which would integrate II I (see eq. (2.27)) accurately. However, 
the order is often too low to be practical 
deficient element (and system) matrix. 
integration order depends on the matrix 
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since it may lead to a rank 
In general, the appropriate 
that IS eva! uated and the 
specific finite element considered. For purposes 
analysis it IS only necessary to use "sufficiently 
suggested by Liu et al. (1985). 
2.5.4 Full and reduced rules of integration 
of finite element 
accurate" rules as 
A "full" integration rule exists, where, for an undistorted element 
whose Jacobian determinant IS constant throughout the element, the 
stiffness matrix IS evaluated exactly. A "reduced" rule is normally one 
order less than this. 
In some cases, it IS found that USIng full integration leads to 
models which are too stiff and showed a very slow convergence rate 
(Belytschko et al., 1984). On the other hand using reduced integration 
does not only reduce the cost, it improves the perfonnance (Sandhu and 
Singh, 1978). For these reasons, there appears to be little benefit In 
USIng full integration. The major drawback In these elements IS the 
possibility of mesh instability. In certain solutions there IS 
singularity of the assembled stiffness matrix for certain boundary 
conditions (Heppler and Hansen, 1986). 
A suitable integration order for the evaluation of element matrices 
can be established by studying the order of the polynomials that need be 
integrated and referring to vanous considerations concernIng a stable 
and convergent solution. This leads to the following criteria: 
1- The element should not contain any spurious zero energy modes (i.e. 
the rank of the element stiffness matrix is not smaller than the number 
of degrees of freedom minus the number of rigid body modes). 
2- The element contains the required constant strain states. 
Finally, we should note that USIng exact integration order we 
evaluate the stiffness matrices of rectangular elements exactly, whereas 
the matrices involving 1/ I J I of the distorted elements are, In general, 
only approximated. However, it is generally accepted that the use of the 
appropriate rule for the rectangular case is sufficient (Hellen, 1984). 
2.5.5 Optimal stress points 
Another question which anses In the finite element method is which 
points gIve the most accurate estimates for the stresses. These points 
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are often called optimal stress points. For assumed displacement 
elements, these points have been identified. It can be shown that these 
points usually correspond to the minimal integration points. As proven 
by Spilker et al. (1981) the property of Gaussian integration stations 
used to identify optimal sampling points m assumed displacement 
elements, can also be used for hybrid stress elements. The location of 
these points depend on the order of the polynomial used in the assumed 
stress field. These will be illustrated m numerical examples. A more 
mathematical basis for the location of the optimal points IS gIVen by 
Barlow (1989). 
2.6 CONVERGENCE AND THE PATCH TEST 
2.6.1 Introduction 
The ability to predict convergence to the exact solution of a 
sequence of approximations obtained from patterns of finite elements 
with decreasing SIze IS fundamental to the application of the method. 
Whatever the finite element model, it IS usually required that the 
assumed functions must satisfy certain necessary conditions to ensure 
that this convergence of the approximate solution to the exact one IS 
proved. Essentially, proofs of convergence may be based on variational 
formulations of the method (Johnson and McLay, 1968), and other 
mathematical techniques (Xue et al., 1985). However, on one hand it is 
not always possible to satisfy the a pnon conditions of convergence, 
on the other hand it can be observed that some elements which violate in 
their formulation the convergence conditions gIve better performance. 
Thus, a more direct approach of assessmg the convergence of finite 
element method has been proposed and IS the so called patch test 
suggested by Irons (Irons and Razzaque, 1972) and gIVen a mathematical 
basis by Strang (1972). The current trend towards evaluating the 
performance and convergence of elements by the standard patch test is of 
great value and long overdue. This test is described below: 
2.6.2 The patch test 
In the patch test, as originally conceived (Razzaque, 1986), we 
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take a finite element mesh consisting of an assembly of elements, so 
that at least one node should be internal, where an internal node is one 
completely surrounded by elements. In the patch test the external nodes 
are gIVen prescribed displacements consistent with some arbitrary chosen 
state of constant stress (the field components and all derivatives, of 
order not higher than the highest order of derivatives entering into the 
energy density expression, can take up any constant value within the 
element). Internal nodes are to be neither loaded nor restrained. We 
examine the results from the computer output to check if: 
1) The resulting displacements at the internal nodal points should 
correspond with the original displacement field, and 
2) The stresses are correct at all points. 
If the exact displacements and stresses are reproduced, the 
particular element IS said to have satisfied the patch test. In the 
sense that In an arbitrary problem, to ensure convergence an element has 
to at the least satisfy the patch test and therefore exact answers will 
be approached as more and more elements are used. 
There are two other variants of the test: 
1- Impose displacements at all nodes. The element passes the patch test, 
if the computed reactions at the internal nodes are zero and the 
stresses should be constant. 
2- Apply forces at the boundary nodes appropriate to some state of 
constant stress in the patch. In this approach, it IS necessary to apply 
boundary conditions to prevent rigid body motions. If these variants are 
also passed, then the patch test becomes a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the convergence of the formulation to all finite element 
formulations as shown by Taylor et al. (1986) and Zienkiewicz et al. 
(1986). 
In principle this test would only have to be passed in the limit as 
the SIze of the elements in the patch tends to 
SIze does not In fact enter the consideration 
the patch test be passed for any arbitrary 
standard. 
It IS important to note that the patch 
zero. However, the patch 
and the requirement that 
dimensions has become 
tests should consist of 
arbi traril y shaped elements. Some elements pass the patch test with 
certain restrictive element shapes such as rectangles (or 
parallelograms ), but would fail the test otherwise. The test field 
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should include III principle all the appropriate stress components and 
the Poisson's ratio should be non-zero. An element should pass the test 
both by itself and also when combined with other elements. 
Another useful test is the higher order patch test which involves 
the use of polynomial with the order of terms larger than the basic 
polynomials used III a standard patch test. The use of higher order patch 
tests can thus be very important to separate robust elements from 
elements which are not robust with regard to various parameters (e.g. 
Poisson's ratio). A numerical example will be shown in chapter 5. 
Finally, the patch test provides a more practical approach than the 
classical convergence criteria it replaces. It can be used to check 
element formulation, computer implementation, and to test suspect 
elements for convergence. It is easy to apply, and provides a convenient 
method to derive shape functions for incompatible mode elements (see Wu 
et al., 1987). This test will be used throughout this work to exploit 
and justify the different elements. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RECENT RESEARCH ON HYBRID MODELS AND SOME PROPOSED 
NEW DEVELOPMENTS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the previous chapter we introduced the idea of the standard 
assumed stress hybrid model and we now examine the idea more fully. As 
was previously mentioned there 
choice of assumed stresses. 
different methods of selection 
is no definite guideline available on the 
However, recent studies have suggested 
of the stress field and the choice of 
coordinate system to define the stresses 
distributions. The purpose of this chapter is 
and the associated variational principle and 
plane analysis. 
and to express their 
to examine these methods 
their theoretical basis for 
3.2 RECENT WORK ON ASSUMED STRESS HYBRID ELEMENTS 
3.2.1 Local cartesian coordinates 
Some of the original hybrid element formulations developed were the 
4-node element by Pian (1964) and the 8-node element by Henshell (1973). 
In these elements stress equilibrium conditions were incorporated ab 
initio, however, the element properties lack invariance. Although this 
does not necessarily imply poor element performance, recent work 
suggests that elements should be invariant (Spilker, 1982b, 1984; Pian, 
Chen and Kang, 1983). In other words it is required that under any set 
of loads having a fixed orientation with respect to the element, the 
element response should be independent of how it and its loads are 
oriented in global coordinates. An even more senous problem which may 
arise (as was shown in the case of the original 4-node element) IS that 
the lack of invariance can introduce spurious zero energy modes in the 
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stiffness matrix, leading to grossly inaccurate predictions III some 
example problems (see Spilker et al., 1981). 
A way to overcome this inconvenience for elements that are not 
naturally invariant IS to fonnulate the element properties III a local 
coordinate system whose orientation IS governed by the orientation of 
the element. Cook (1974b, 1975) has suggested a construction of local 
axes for the 4-node element and the necessary operations are described 
therein. A computer program has been written by the author for this case 
and obviously this can be applied for high order elements. It should be 
noted that, for isoparametric elements, the choice of a local orthogonal 
system IS not unique and therefore the stiffness matrix obtained will 
then depend on the local system selected. 
3.2.2 Introduction 
components 
of complete polynomial expansions for stress 
An approach for achieving a selection of stress distribution IS to 
use complete polynomial expanSIOns to represent the assumed stresses. 
When the completeness condition IS satisfied, the resulting element 
properties will automatically be invariant with respect to the reference 
coordinate for the assumed stresses (Pian, Chen and Kang, 1983). The 
equilibrium equations 
relations between the 
field can be based 
are then applied to these polynomials yielding 
p's. A rational further reduction of the stress 
on the elasticity field the most 
convenient field equation IS 
stress components which states that 
the compatibility 
equations, 
relation III tenns of 
(3.1) 
where 
this approach was developed for 4- and 8-node plane elements by Spilker 
et al. (1981) and is extended to the 9-node element by the author. 
An alternative way of obtaining a selection of stress parameters 
was used for three-dimensional case by Spilker and Singh (1982). This 
approach does not necessarily lead to invariant elements, but it can be 
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modified to do so as explained at the end of this section. The author 
has used this approach to formulate 2D elements. In this approach, the 
intra-element displacement field IS written In simple polynomials In 
terms of generalised coordinates a 
u = N(x,y) a 
- q - - (3.2) 
where N(x,y) contains the appropriate simple polynomial terms and the 
number of a i is equal to the number of nodal degrees of freedom n q , so 
that a can be uniquely related to nodal displacements, 9. The 
n 
strain-displacement relations 
operation, the number of 
the number of rigid body 
can be applied to eq. (3.2). In this 
independent a contributions In £ is reduced by 
modes n (in 2D that is by 3). By appropriate 
r 
renumbering and grOUpIng of dependent a's, a new set of parameters a 
(numbering n -n ) can be defined and can be related to £ by q r 
~ = ~(x,y) a (3.3) 
Initially 
component by 
and replacing 
would produce 
the 
the 
each 
a 
stress field IS defined by replacing each stress 
same pol ynomial as the corresponding strain component, 
independent a. by ~.. The stress field so defined 
1 1 
stiffness of correct rank. However, the stress field 
does not satisfy equilibrium. In order to satisfy equilibrium without 
elimination of any of the original stress modes, additional Ws are 
added to the stress components to complete the polynomials of all the 
stress modes. This stress field IS then subjected to the equilibrium 
equations, after which 
the number of Ws, 
(3.1). This IS a 
redundant ~' s are removed. Further reduction In 
IS achieved by applying the elasticity relation 
rational approach to the choice of a stress 
distribution, but it does not necessarily lead to an invariant element. 
However at this stage the missing polynomial terms could be added to 
produce an invariant element, although this does not necessarily improve 
the results. 
3.2.3 Symmetry group theory 
Another proper choice of stress modes is suggested by Rubinstein et 
al. (1983); Punch and Atluri (1984a, b). This formulation is based upon 
symmetry group theory leading to elements with the minimum number of 
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stress modes. It results III elements being stable and this IS achieved 
at the element formulation stage. The elements developed are considered 
III chapter 5 where their performance is compared with other elements 
proposed later. As noted by Rubinstein et al. and Punch and Atluri, the 
development of symmetry group theory applies onl y to perfect squares. 
However, it IS rational 
considering distorted element 
author for the 9-node element in 
3.2.4 Stress function approach 
to make similar stress 
shapes. This method IS 
Appendix I. 
selections when 
applied by the 
An alternative way for solving for the stress modes is to introduce 
a new function, the Airy's stress function <1>, which yield a 
self-equilibrating stress within the continuum, Morley (1963). 
3.2.4.1 Cartesian stresses 
In the absence of body forces, the cartesian stresses components III 
the plane theory of elasticity can be expressed as: 
(3.4) 
axay 
Two possibilities may be studied, where <I> IS expressed in terms of 
polynomials, either III terms of global coordinates or natural 
coordinates and the function <I> must possess continuous derivatives up to 
and including fourth order. In the first case to reduce the number of 
possible stress fields, an additional condition IS imposed by usmg the 
compatibility equation and this transforms the equations into a single 
higher order equation in terms of the stress function only. This results 
m the following fourth-order equation for the Airy stress function 
(3.5) 
or 
where the operator V4 is called the biharmonic operator and eq. (3.5) is 
the biharmonic equation. Thus the problem reduces to finding 0 which are 
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biharmonic. lirousek and Venkatesh (1989) have suggested some stress 
functions which are biharmonic and assembled into pairs to give stresses 
which are invariant. We will consider the distributions suggested for 
4-, 8- and 9-node elements for numerical comparisons. 
In the second case, the Airy stress function IS expressed In terms 
of natural i sop arametric coordinates (Atluri et al., 1981) In order to 
get elements which are less sensitive to the distortion 
The expression of a is developed below: 
x 
a _a20(~,ll)_ a0 a2~ + ~ [a~ a 20 
x ay 2 a ~ ay2 a y ay a~ 2 
all [a~ a 20 +~ a 20 
a y ay a~ allay a~ 2 
+ all a 20 ]+ 
ay a~ all 
] + a0 a 211 
all a y 2 
(3.6) 
However, because it IS impossibly tedious to write the stress In 
terms of ~, 11; as noted by Atluri et aL, we will not pursue this case. 
3.2.4.2 Curvilinear stresses 
In section 2.2 the equations 
curvilinear coordinates which holds 
expreSSIOn of the stress tensor 
function were gIven 
of equilibrium In 
for any coordinate 
components In terms 
terms of general 
system and the 
of Airy stress 
(3.8) 
It should be noted that when eq. (3.8) is expanded, the expreSSIOns 
are In fact lengthy due to the presence of second order covariant 
derivatives and the attendant Christoffel symbols. Therefore the amount 
of analytical and numerical work involved seems too high to be of real 
practical utility. 
3.2.5 The deformation energy approach 
Another possibility for the selection of stress modes is to develop 
elements with the correct rank and then modify for invariance. Pian and 
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Chen (1983) have provided a systematic procedure for the choice of the 
necessary assumed stresses such that kinematic deformation modes will 
not appear. This IS established by examining the element deformation 
energy U d due to the assumed stresses and displacements and is defined 
by 
does not vanish. This can be achieved by choosing the stress parameters 
in such a way that at least one stress ~-term corresponds to each of the 
strain terms obtained from the strain-displacement relations. 
Alternatively, this condition can be stated (Chang and Saleeb, 1986) as 
the deformation component of the G-matrix denoted as G, must have 
a 
linearly independent columns and non zero diagonal terms, where 
go. = J ~T(DI~J) dV (3.9) 
v 
and u= ~ f!-, where f!- are independent deformation modes and N contains the 
corresponding shape functions. 
Generally, the equilibrium equations and symmetry condition which 
IS another desirable consideration are not satisfied initially, 
therefore more terms are usually added. In fact, In some cases stress 
terms used In the initial scheme are related by equilibrium equations 
It was suggested that in order to 
stress equilibrium equations should 
terms. This will be demonstrated 
See also Pian, Chen and Kang 
and new ~-stress terms must be chosen. 
maintain simple stress patterns, the 
be relaxed especially for higher order 
for the 9-node quadrilateral element. 
(1983). 
Finally, other modifications of assumed stress hybrid elements for 
plane problems have been studied by several authors, Atluri (1971), 
Atluri and Rhee (1978) and Mau and Dan (1986). 
3.3 HYBRID ELEMENTS BY THE HELLINGER-REISSNER PRINCIPLE 
It was realised that the standard assumed stress hybrid element can 
be derived usmg the Hellinger-Reissner principle with both stresses and 
displacements as field variables. This section describes recent advances 
in the formulation of hybrid stress plane elements. 
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3.3.1 The Hellinger-Reissner principle 
In the case of plane stress and plane strain, the functional of the 
Hellinger-Reissner principle (Lee and Rhiu, 1986) is written as: 
(3.10) 
where the stresses 0' are not constrained and so In the finite element 
formulation the stresses 0' need not satisfy the equilibrium condition; 
(Du) IS the vector comprising the derivatives of the displacements (e 
=Du). In this original form of the variational functional, the element 
displacements u are compatible. Note that the second term in the first 
integral of eq. (3.10) IS equivalent to the integral over the element 
boundary of tractions (from stress) times displacements, as often found 
in the statement of n . This IS seen by applying the divergence theorem 
me 
to that term and reqmnng that stresses satisfy the homogeneous 
equilibrium equations (as required In the standard hybrid stress 
element). The functional of eq. (3.10) IS therefore exactly equivalent 
to the standard hybrid stress model (Pian and Sumihara, 1984b; Spilker 
et al. 1981). As In the modified complementary energy principle, the 
Hellinger-Reissner principle is not a minimum principle. 
The requirement of satisfaction of pointwise 
a severe limitation on the standard hybrid method. 
equilibrium has placed 
Thus, based on the 
Hellinger-Reissner the equilibrium condition for stresses are relaxed 
and thus suitable local coordinates could be used to express the 
stresses. The most convenient to be used are natural 
coordinates because these are 
coordinates 
suitable for elements of distorted 
geometries. It IS expected that the behaviour of the resulting element 
will be less sensitive to distortions of element geometry. It IS noted 
that formulation by the Hellinger-Reissner principle, when the assumed 
stresses are complete and are not subjected to any constraint becomes 
the same as the corresponding assumed displacement method as pointed out 
by Fraeijs de Veubeke (1965a). 
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3.3.2 Curvilinear formulation 
We now gIVe a general framework for hybrid finite element methods 
where selected stresses are curvilinear. From this general theory, 
several special types of hybrid finite element method can be formulated. 
Since the functional chosen for these plane elements IS the 
Hellinger-Reissner, the selected stress assumption does not have to 
satisfy the equilibrium m a pointwise manner. The complexity of the 
general equilibrium equations demands such a relaxation. 
Let Xi (i=1,2) be the cartesian coordinates, and ~l (_1~1~1) be 
the natural coordinates of the element. The geometric transformation 
between Xi and ~l is given by eq. (2.25)and can be written as 
Xi = \' N (~l) Xi L n n 
n 
where n= 1,2... are the nodes of 
cartesian base vectors, and let 
Let the element. 
and gl be the 
be the 
covariant 
contravariant base vectors of the curvilinear ~l respectively (see 
unit 
and 
Fig. 
3.1). Thus if 13- is the position vector of a material particle, then 
e. = dR/dXi 
-1 
In the curvilinear formulation model, a IS interpolated m terms of 
a set of stress parameters. For 
are used and aT ={ t ll ,t22,tI2 }. 
U
T
={U
I
,U
2
} m the ~,11 directions, 
V m terms of nodal displacements 
n 
the present case, natural coordinates 
The displacements are expressed as 
respectively, and are interpolated m 
such that interelement continuity IS 
are related to nodal degrees of maintained. The strain components E 
1 J 
freedom usmg the strain-displacement 
curvilinear coordinates, are given by 
E.. = l/2( u.l. + u.l. ) 
1J 1 J J 1 
In the above, represents a covariant 
~l, and thus involves the components 
relations, which m general 
derivative of u with respect to 
of the covariant metric 
g g g' and E mp=(emPN'g); 
-pq = p q' 
IS the determinant of g. 
e
mp is the permutation tensor 
It should be noted that 
(+1); 
tensor 
and g 
the strains 
pq 
calculated from the stresses a, usmg c material properties should be 
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Fig. 3.1 Coord in a te system In 2- dim en si on a I 
space 
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x 
distinguished from the strains E obtained from displacement. For 
instance, for an homogeneous isotropic linear elastic material, the 
material compliance law can be written as (Sokolinkoff, 1951) 
with 
where 
system 
E .. - C .. k! -(d 
1J 1 J 
E .. 
1 J 
g. 
- 1 
are covariant components of strain 
Specialising to plane elements, as 
In the 
shown 
curvilinear basis 
In Xue et aI. 
(1985), vanous choices for stress-tensor representations are possible, 
but 
be 
the 
as shown therein only the curvilinear components cr=~(~l)g g will 
m n 
useful. 
patch 
However, this contravariant stress does not, III general, pass 
test of constant cartesian stress. An alternative way of 
satisfying the patch test, involves expressIng the stress tensor III 
components of base vectors at the element centroid, thus 
cr=~(~l)gc gC, where gC=g (~1=0). 
-m-n -m -m 
However, for the assembly process of element stiffness matrices, 
the displacements should be converted to cartesian displacements. Also, 
practical considerations reqUITe that stresses be presented In physical 
(i.e. cartesian) components as well. The amount of computation IS 
substantially increased by the extensive presence of the metrics. 
There IS a more convenient approach which can be applied for 
elements of distorted geometry for which tensor stresses 't1J based on 
the natural coordinates (~,ll) are used (~=~~). These stresses are 
converted initially to physical components d j based on cartesian 
coordinates (x,y). The exact relation between 't and cr is as follows: 
d'l(~,ll)= Jik(~.ll) J j I (~,ll) 'ti j 
where J denotes the jacobian axm/a~l. 
mn 
parallels that of Pian (1985, 1986). It IS 
stresses should contain the constant stress 
(3.11) 
The method presented here 
important that the resulting 
terms otherwise the element 
will not pass the patch test. This 
Jacobian of the transformation J at 
IS achieved by evaluating 
a constant location, namely 
the 
the 
centroid of an element or by converting 't i j and excluding the constant 
terms. By such a step the constant stress state can be maintained and 
hence the resulting element can pass the patch test. This latter 
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approach IS more advantageous In terms of computer time and 
implementation In standard finite element programs set up In cartesian 
coordinates. Obviously, the stress equilibrium equations are no longer 
satisfied. 
3.3.3 The Hellinger-Reissner principle with internal displacements 
It IS well known that several variational principles In structural 
mechanics can be derived by applying constraint conditions VIa the 
Lagrange multiplier method (Washizu, 1972). Another verSIOn of the 
assumed stress hybrid model based on the Hellinger-Reissner was 
established by Pian and Chen (1982). Here the stress equilibrium 
conditions are not applied initially, but are introduced by USIng 
separate internal displacements as Lagrange multipliers and at the end 
the equilibrium conditions are, In general, satisfied only In an 
integral sense at the element level. In this case, the essential terms 
of the assumed stresses are initially unconstrained and expanded as 
complete In the natural coordinates of the element. Also, SInce the 
Lagrange multipliers are now displacements, there exists a rational 
procedure for their selection. Such a procedure leads to appropriate 
constraints to the initially assumed stresses. This method has been used 
to find the optimal stress terms for the 4-node quadrilateral element. 
The resulting element possesses all the ideal qualities: invariance; 
less sensitivity to geometric distortion; a mInImUm number of stress 
parameters; and provides more accurate results. This approach will be 
extended to the 8-node quadrilateral element by the author. 
3.3.3.1 Variational principle 
To formulate an element stiffness matrix by the Hellinger-Reissner 
principle (when internal displacements 
to introduce common displacements 
along the interelement boundary. By 
constraint and by applying the 
following modified functional nnR results: 
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have been added) it IS necessary 
ii that can maintain compatibility 
including (u-ii)=O as a condition of 
Lagrangian multiplier technique, the 
n = n - \' I TT(u-u) dS 
"mR R L S - --
m m 
(3.12) 
In the present finite element formulation, the element 
displacements u are decomposed into two components 
where u , are expressed III terms of nodal displacements q and are 
-q 
- n 
compatible with neighbouring elements, and 
':1).,' which are internal 
displacements and are expressed III terms of internal parameters ).. that 
are to be eliminated at the element level. It can be shown that along 
the element boundary - Thus, the variational functional be ':1).. =':1-':1' can 
reduced to: (Zienkiewicz and Taylor/1989) 
iT",R= I: { JvJl!2<:Tg O-<:TO;?uq).O;?TO)TUA]dV - Is 'ru dS } 
m tm 
(3.13) 
It is seen that a variation of n with respect to U'l will lead to 
mR -A 
T Do-=O 
which are the homogeneous equilibrium equations. Thus, the effect of the 
introduction of the internal displacements ':1).. III the Hellinger Reissner 
principle IS to introduce, at the element level, the stress equilibrium 
equations III the variational sense. Different approaches to finite 
element formulation using internal displacements are described below. 
3.3.3.2 First approach 
In the finite element formulation, the assumed stresses () are 
uncoupled and can be expressed in natural coordinates as follows: 
<! = ~(~,T)) ~ 
such that all stress components are complete up to the same order 
The displacements ':1 q and ':1).. are expressed respectively as 
u =Nq; u =M).. 
-q - -n -).. --
The internal displacements ':1).. are chosen in order to keep the total 
displacements (':1
q 
+':1)..) complete polynomials and to maintain the same 
order of accuracy as the assumed stresses in order to provide a proper 
balance between the assumed stresses and displacements. It is clear that 
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~ should be linearly independent of the shape functions N. Also, smce 
'In are the nodal displacements, the functions ~ should have zero values 
for all the nodal displacements. 
As noted earlier, the stresses are unconstrained. To obtain the 
equilibrium constraints for these ~-stress parameters, 
(I=Jvm(I?T<!)Tl!A dV) is used and is expressed in the form 
the integral 
I = ~T~ ~ 
and dl/dA=O yields the constraint equations 
~T~ = 0 (3.14) 
For the stresses up to a 
equilibrium equations for the 
number of constraint equations 
certain polynomial order the number of 
~-parameters IS fixed. In general, the 
obtained by (3.14) are smaller than the 
number of internal displacement parameters used. Therefore, m order to 
obtain additional constraint equations a small perturbation of the 
element geometry Pian (1985) or in the assumed stresses Pian, Kang and 
Wang (1986) may be considered. This will yield a set of constraints to 
the initially assumed stresses, and the appropriate independent stress 
terms can be determined. 
Because the perturbation method 
(1986) suggested another option to 
assumed stresses and this method was 
IS complex in its application, Zhao 
obtain constraint equations for the 
applied successfully to the 4-node 
quadrilateral. In this scheme the work done by the assumed stresses on 
the nonconforming strains (which are independent of the nodal 
displacements) is assumed to vanish in an element. 
(3.15) 
Thus a reasonable selection of stress modes in a hybrid stress element 
could be obtained. However, a hybrid element formulated directly with 
this stress mode will fail the patch test in the general case. A remedy 
to this IS suggested by Pian and Tong (1986). The procedure is simply to 
use (3.15 Q) where cr are stresses with the constant stress 
-h 
terms excluded, m order to determine the constraints equations for 
stresses. These equations will be used in conjunction of the equilibrium 
equations obtained initially eq. (3.14) to reduce the number of 
independent stress terms. These additional equations are, In general not 
mutually independent. A stress mode matched by this way in a hybrid 
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element is expected to lead to a balanced choice. 
3.3.3.3 Second approach 
An alternative scheme for determining the constraint conditions for 
the assumed stresses m the hybrid formulation is suggested in a recent 
publication by Pian and Wu (1988) which consists of finding a condition 
under which eq. (3.10) IS 
displacements l!A are added. As 
for the functional TTR to be stationary 
still applicable when incompatible 
shown therein, the 
is by ensuring that 
necessary condition 
t ~T~TOl!A dS =0 
8m 
where n is the vector normal to the surface. However, based 
condition of constraint, this resulting element will not be 
the constant stress patch test. As a remedy, the stresses 
on the above 
able to pass 
are separated 
into constant terms a and higher order terms a, and the condition for 
-c -h 
the constraint for the stresses is taken as 
f ~~ I!TOl!A dS =0 
sm 
(3.16) 
This means that the virtual work along the element boundary vanishes due 
to the higher order stresses a and the additional incompatible 
- h 
displacements ouA. Combining (3.12) and (3.16) the following modified 
functional 11mR results 
n.ru. = TTR - ~ [ t <! > T uA dS ] (3.17) 
Thus the combination of eqs (3.16) and (3.17) leads to the second 
approach of hybrid stress element with additional incompatible 
displacements. It IS expected that the performance of the resulting 
element based on this constraint condition will be improved m 
comparison to that formulated in the first approach. 
In the finite element formulation, the displacements are expressed 
as m the prevIOus section. The next step IS to express the 
unconstrained stresses a m terms of parameters ~. In 
stresses are separated into two parts, constant stresses 
order stresses a, the later being separated further into two parts. 
-h 
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this case, the 
a and higher 
- c 
in which the dimension of ~IT is the same as that of ~. Now by denoting 
J S l!~ ~ <!h dS =6~T I.? ~h 
sm 
where ~t [~I ~IT] = J sm ~T ~ [~I ~IT] dS 
the equation of constraint for initially unconstrained stresses is thus. 
bAT R~~ =0 
- - - h 
Here the dimension of ~h is always larger than that of ~, hence 
~ 
R ] {-I} =0 
-IT ~ 
-IT 
and when I R I I I ~ , ~IT can be expressed as 
~ = - R-1 R ~ 
-IT -II -I -I 
(3.18) 
Thus, ~IT in eq. (3.18) can be eliminated and the resulting stress terms 
are designated as cr * 
* * ~h* ] {~~-c
I 
} cr = cr + cr = 1 ~ + P ~ = [I 
- -c -h - -c -h -I -
where p* = P - P R- 1 R 
-h -I -IT -II -I 
* Based on cr and uA' the energy functional IS gIVen without the 
loading term as eq. (3.17) 
\ {J [ *T * *T *T] J T } I1mR = L V m -1/2 <! ~ <! + <! (I?l! q )+<! (I?l!A) dV - Sm <! c ~ l!A dS 
m 
this can be written as 
(3.19) 
However, as was pointed out by Pian and Wu (1988), this present 
formulation may be interpreted In an alternative way. If the 
introduction of the incompatible displacements l!A is considered only as 
a means to obtain the most desirable stresses cr *, for an element of the 
same nodal displacements q, then it can be reasoned that cr* can be used 
- n -
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to derive the element stiffness matrix based on only the compatible 
be used displacements 
is simply 
u. 
-q In such a case the variational functional to 
(3.10) 
• The advantage of using TIR IS that it does not contain internal 
parameters which have to be eliminated by static condensation. 
3.3.3.4. Third approach 
The second approach can be refined by imposing another constraint 
on the choice of the incompatible modes. Examples using 4-node plane 
stress elements show that when the incompatible displacements also 
satisfy the constant stress patch test, the resulting element will 
provide the most accurate solutions. Wu, Huang and Pian (1987) 
established a general formulation to generate incompatible displacement 
functions usmg this idea. A convergence condition for the incompatible 
displacement is enforced, when l!A is chosen such that the integral 
J s rn <!: ~ T l!A dS = 0 
IS satisfied which implies that boundary loads from the incompatible 
displacement must vanish or be ignored. This was also noted by Fraeijs 
de Veubeke (1974). We note a has been ignored in the convergence 
- h 
criteria. This neglect does not damage the convergence of the 
incompatible solutions SInce a will tend to zero as the dimensions 
- h 
become infinitesimal. An equivalent expression IS 
J s rn ~ T l!A dS = J Vrn ~A dV = 0 
where (~A =I:?l!A) are the incompatible strains. A procedure 
incompatible displacements uA to satisfy (3.20) has been 
Wu, Huang and Pian and the results are described below. 
Thus, if the assumed incompatible displacements is written as 
l!A = ~ ~ 
(3.20) 
for obtaining 
suggested by 
Then, In order to introduce the restriction defined by eq. (3.20) a 
modifying term should be added to the above relation and the result IS 
• denoted uA we have 
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l!",= ~ ~ + ~* ~* 
where '" * includes two virtual 
plane elements. Substituting in 
and this yields 
parameters and M * are chosen as [~ 11] for 
* (3.20), '" can be expressed in terms of '" 
p '" = J s m I!-T ~ dS 
It is noted that condition (3.20) IS the necessary condition for an 
incompatible element by the assumed displacement method to pass the 
constant strain patch test. Combinations of equations (3.20), (3.16) and 
(3.10) lead to a third approach for these hybrid stress elements with 
additional incompatible displacements. 
* * Based on <! and l!"" the energy functional IS gIVen by (3.19) with 
* l!", replaced by l!",. 
n.,R = L { J vJ 1/2 cr'TC cr' + ()" 'T (I?':I q)+cr: T (l?U~)] dV } 
m 
The same justification as 
since M are of higher order In 
In the previous section applies. Also 
* . 
comparison to Nand <!h are hIgher terms 
* In 0', then the term 
and 
must be of higher order small quantities In the corresponding 
functional. When these terms are neglected eq. (3.10) results. It 
be noted that the resulting 0'* possesses the following characteristics: 
energy 
should 
1- It maintains the independence of the constant stress 0', hence one 
c 
can guarantee that the resulting hybrid element passes the patch test. 
2- Since it is derived based on assumed stresses and displacements that 
are complete and also balanced, it will tend to achieve an optimal 
performance. 
3- In comparison with the initially unconstrained stress 0', 
with fewer parameters but these parameters are, in general, coupled. 
When the energy functional of eq. (3.10) IS used In 
element formulation, this may be expressed in the form: 
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* 0' IS one 
the finite 
nR = ~ (1/2 ~TIj ~ +~Tg '1n - 'Ye) 
with Ij= J vm~T~ ~ dV 
g= Jvm~T(I?~) dV 
It IS seen that the above equation IS of the same form 
(2.39) which IS associated with the standard assumed stress 
model. Thus, the condition will lead to the same element 
equations 
as eq. 
hybrid 
matrix 
Finally, In the case of hybrid stress elements, when the element 
displacements are specified by additional internal displacements i!A,' and 
• when the simplified functional n
R 
IS used, then the corresponding 
necessary condition for stability becomes: 
n~ ~ nq+nA,-nr 
The same condition as In the standard assumed stress hybrid element 
applies, the smaller the value of n~ the lower the computing cost. Many 
examples have indicated that the resulting element stiffness are ideal 
when n~ is equal or very close to the same value determined by the above 
relation. 
3.4 NEW DEVELOPMENT 
A new extension of the stress pattern to distorted element 
geometries for hybrid models is presented. The elements are based on a 
mInImUm number of stress parameters. When the desirable stress pattern 
for an element of regular geometry and pointwise equilibrium conditions 
being satisfied is known, it IS only necessary to use the same terms for 
the corresponding curvilinear stress field defined In a natural 
coordinate system and then apply a transformation USIng elasticity 
stiffness 
principle. 
test and 
demonstrate an improved performance over existing elements for some test 
examples. 
equilibrium equations to obtain the cartesian stresses. The 
matrix IS derived USIng the Hellinger -Reissner variational 
The elements are modified to pass the constant stress patch 
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3.4.1 Geometry 
Quadrilaterals elements 
progressively subdivided into 
1989), curved quadrilaterals 
In a mesh with arbitrary 
a finer mesh. Then, in the 
become parallelograms. Also, 
geometry are 
limit (Barlow, 
it IS believed 
that for plane distorted geometries, it IS more accurate to employ 
elasticity equations relative to natural coordinate axes. Accordingly, 
consider the coordinates (~,Tt) with axIS forming angle (a,y) relative to 
axIS (x,y) of rectangular cartesian axes respectively as illustrated In 
Fig. 3.2. Hence locally a point In a small region may be located by the 
coordinates (~,11) or (x,y) where 
x= coso. ~ + siny 11; y= sino. ~ + cosy 11 
~ cosy siny 
~=------7-----"'- x y; cos ( a +y) - -co-s---'(r-a-+-y-""-) 
sino. + coso. 
11 = - cos ( a +y) x -co-s----,(-a-:-+:--:cy-='') y 
3.4.2 Stress transformation 
It IS necessary to obtain the relationship between the stress 
components (O"x'O"Y'O"xy) defined relative to axes (x,y) and (0"~'0"11'0"~11) 
defined relative to axes (~,11). This may be derived by considering the 
equilibrium of the infinitesimal appropriate elements (Langahaar, 1962). 
Accordingly, by the equilibrium conditions for elements shown In Fig. 
3.2 and after some algebraic manipulations, we get: 
2 . 2 . 0" = cos a SIn y + 2 coso. Siny 
x O"~ cos( a+y) + 0"11 cos( a+y) 0"11~ cos ( a+YJ 
sino. cos a + 0" cosy sin y + 
O"Xy = O"~ cos ( a+y) 11 cos( a+y) 
cos(a-y) 
0"11~ cos( a+y) 
(3.21) 
where coso. and sino. are related to l1=constant; siny and cosy are related 
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y 
y 
____ °YX 
x 
Fig. 3.2 Geometry, and stress relationship between 
cartesian and curvilinear coordinates 
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to ~=constant. Note that for ex=O, this will reduce 
oblique coordinates (see Fraeijs de Veubeke, 1965b). 
For a constant 11 direction 
For a constant ~ direction 
to 
the same distributed 
the case 
stresses By 
rectangular 
choosing 
cartesian coordinates 
equilibrated 
and replacing x by ~ and y by 
of 
In 
11, 
assumed stresses In the natural coordinate system are obtained. Thus, 
the stresses can be obtained by trial and error, the stress function 
approach, symmetry group theory or the method of section 3.2.2 in this 
approach. 
3.4.3 Modification for convergence 
For the derivation of element stiffness matrix the same procedure 
as in section 3.3. is used. A simple modification IS needed to restore 
the convergence to the exact solution by dividing the components 
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stresses into two parts: 
0'= 0' +0' 
- c - h 
where 0' represents constant terms and 0' the higher terms. Attention is 
-c -h 
restricted here to constant stress, for which the contributions to the 
equations of equilibrium can be neglected. Thus only the higher terms 
are transformed. As a result of this modification, the constant stress 
terms are preserved, thus providing an element which passes the patch 
test. Finally we note that if the original stress pattern IS not 
invariant the resulting element In general will be invariant SInce 
natural coordinate and elasticity equations have been used. We note that 
In a real structure as the number of element Increases, the natural 
coordinates become linear and this approach IS justified. Another 
advantage IS that internal displacements 
to any higher order elements IS dealt 
idea of equilibrium introduced In the 
kept. 
are not needed, the extension 
without great difficulty and the 
assumed stress hybrid element IS 
3.5 HYBRID ELEMENTS USING A MORE GENERAL VARIATIONAL 
PRINCIPLE 
Wanji and Cheung (1987) proposed another formulation for hybrid 
finite elements based on a variational functional using independent 
approximation to all the essential variables entering the elasticity 
problem, stresses, strains and displacements, and the displacements and 
stresses are further decomposed into two parts respectively. This theory 
was applied to the 4-node quadrilateral element, which maintained the 
accuracy and the un sensitivity to geometric distortion of the hybrid 
stress elements and at the same time also improved the computational 
efficiency. The same technique will be applied later to the eight node 
quadrilateral element by the author. 
3.5.1 Variational functional 
The functional of each element V 
m 
for deriving the element 
stiffness matrix, excluding the loading terms can be written as 
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TT,;(~.O.Ol·'!q·UA.} = J [1/2 1?1.' E - OT(E - I? uq} - <I?~luA.] dV 
Vrn 
+Jl J (<!l-~)T (~-~<!l) dV 
Vrn 
(3.22) 
In which E represents the strains; u and 
'!A, are the conforming 
- q 
displacement function due to nodal parameters and the non-conforming 
displacement function due to internal parameters; cr and cr are the two 
- - 1 
separate parts of the stresses of an element used In the calculation of 
element stiffness matrix and stresses respectively, E and C are the 
- -
elastic constant matrices and E=C-1• D" . IS the differential operator of 
the equilibrium equations while Jl is any prescribed constant. 
It can be proved that the Euler equations in the element obtained 
from the vanatIon 8n~ =0, are the equations of the theory of 
elasticity. n: is equivalent to the Hu-Washi zu principle. 
In the above functional, if Jl is taken as zero, and E=Ccr, then one 
would obtain the functional used by Pian (1985) for formulating hybrid 
stress elements, see eq. (3.13), which can be further modified by 
selecting '! such that if'!=O, in which case nne will be obtained. Also, it 
was shown by Wanji and Cheung that the above variational functional 
incorporates many displacement models. 
3.5.2 Element formulation 
The formulation of a hybrid element based on ~ IS presented. 
Isoparametric coordinate interpolation are used for all the variables cr, 
'! l' ~, '!A, and '! q which are independent of each other, thus the resulting 
element can be guaranteed to be coordinate invariant. The variables for 
the element are assumed to be 
'!= ~ ~ 
'!1= ~1~1 
'!q= ~ '1 
'!A,= ~ ~ 
(3.23) 
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where ~, ~, ~1' ~ and ~ are matrices made up of polynomial interpolative 
functions and u, ~, ~ and A are independent element parameters. The 
- - - 1 -
strains are assumed differently for ease of computation, I J I IS the 
detenninant of the Jacobian matrix. Substituting eq. (3.23) into eq. 
(3.22), then the stiffness matrix can be written as: 
K = GTWTH W-1G (3.24) 
-e - - - - -
and the stress vector as 
a = P W H W-1G q 
-1 -1-1- - - -e 
(3.25) 
In which 
1 1 \Y=J J ~T ~ d~ dll 
-1 -1 
G=[G ,G ] 
- -1-2 
( 
-1 
1 
G =J 
- 1 
-1 
1 
G =J 
-2 
-1 
1 J 13 T ~ I J I d~ dll 
-1 
where B= D N, R=D' P and q =[q ,A]T 
- - - - - - -e -n-
Note that the internal degrees of freedom A of K (which involves 
- -e 
q) can be eliminated through static condensation, resulting In a 
- e 
smaller stiffness matrix. 
It should be pointed out that 
using expression <!=~~ or through 
the results will be In general poor 
due to its reliability. 
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it IS possible to calculate 
stress-strain relation a=Ee. 
therefore eq. (3.25) IS 
stresses 
However 
preferable 
3.5.3 Choice of parameters 
The general principles for the choice of functions was stressed III 
Cheung and Wanji (1988,1989) such that they should be suitably matched. 
It should be pointed out that different hybrid element can be 
established through the choice of different F., p. and M. 
1 1 1 
The elements of F. and p. (or PI.) if correctly chosen will make 
1 1 1 
the matrices Wand W diagonal and the computation of their inverse will 
- - I 
be obviously simple. While M. should be able to provide sufficient 
1 
internal degrees of freedom, such internal degrees of freedom should 
have the effect of filling in the missing terms of N., thus making N. 
1 1 
complete. The number of interpolation terms should be kept to a mInImUm 
so as not to cause singularity. The separation of stresses into two 
components (J and (J will result III more accurate stresses. Also, an 
- I 
advantage of introducing the strains as variables IS that the present 
expressIon for ~ makes it possible to establish a direct comparison with 
the strains for the displacements models. Cheung and Wanji (1988) have 
shown that the strains of the hybrid element based on the formulation nG 
can be compared directly with those of the displacement models. 
Finally, this model has the following characteristics: 
(i) simpler manipulations III the derivation of element stiffness 
matrices through the rational choice of interpolation functions; 
(ii) the G matrix can be written in explicit form; 
(iii) ability to pass the patch test; 
(iv) no extra zero energy modes; 
(v) coordinate invariance; 
(vi) inversion of a matrix may not be necessary (by computer); 
(vii) increased element accuracy. 
The adoption of separated stress and displacement variables proved 
to be an effective way in improving the accuracy of the 4-node element. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ApPLICATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED ELEMENTS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter shows the application of the different concepts 
presented III chapter three and illustrates for some elements the basic 
ideas on the manner in which interpolation functions can be obtained. 
The computer implementation of the elements is also discussed. 
The following notation is used for labelling the elements, DPnXXXm 
and HnXXXm, where DP refers to displacement models and H refers to 
hybrid models, n is the number of nodes in the element, m the different 
approaches using the same concept and XXX stands for the method of 
element interpolation, thus XXX will be 
OR In the case where the assumed stresses are based on trial and 
error (i.e. the original approach, section 2.4) 
LOC This IS the case where local cartesian axes are used III the 
element stiffness matrix derivation (section 3.2.1) 
COM Case where a complete polynomial distributions are introduced at 
some stage of the the assumed stresses (section 3.2.2) 
GT Symmetry group theory method (section 3.2.3) 
SF Stress function approach (section 3.2.4) 
ED Based on the energy deformation method (section 3.2.5) 
CF Curvilinear stress formulation (section 3.3.2) 
INT Internal displacement are used (sections 2.3.4.2 and 3.3.3) 
ELA New development (based III infinitesimal elasticity equilibrium 
relations, (section 3.4) 
GEN General variational functional is used (section 3.5) 
The elements are summarized III Appendix III along with various 
characteristics on each element. A senes of 4-, 8-, and 9-node 
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quadrilateral plane elements are examined. All elements are 
and have no spurious zero energy deformation modes and 
requirements for a convergent solution unless stated otherwise. 
programs have been written by the author for these elements 
described below: 
4.2 Four noded elements 
The elements developed here are the 4-node two 
. . 
mvanant 
obey the 
Computer 
which are 
dimensional 
isoparametric, where the compatible displacement and coordinate mappmg 
are represented by bilinear shape functions. The alternate hybrid 
elements to be presented differ m the form of the assumed stress field. 
For the present elements, at least 5 independent stress parameters are 
required for correct stiffness rank. The element stiffness matrices are 
found by numerical integration. A 2x2 Gauss rule is used. 
Element H40R- This is the first assumed stress hybrid element proposed 
by Pian (1964), which has 8 degrees of freedom with 5 independent 
assumed stress parameters. All stress parameters satisfy the homogeneous 
equilibrium equations, two P' s for (J , two P' s for (J and one P for (J • 
x y xy 
This element is not invariant. Also, this element can be obtained usmg 
symmetry group theory, Punch and Atluri (1984a) and was labelled LP4: 
2APR by them. 
Element H4LOC- This element was suggested by Cook (197 4b) and is formed 
from element H40R by adopting a local cartesian coordinate system for 
each element to define the stresses and to express their distributions. 
Therefore, the element response IS not affected by the rotation of the 
element and was designated HL by him. 
Element DP4- This element IS the basic linear isoparametric element. 
The principal defect of element DP4 IS that it cannot correctly 
represent a state of pure bending. 
Element DP4INT - Element DP4 IS augmented by four incompatible modes, 
whose degrees of freedom are condensed prior to assembly of elements. 
The incompatible displacements field are of the form: 
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Constant stress conditions are enforced In the displacement 
derivatives of the incompatible shape functions by the device of 
evaluating their related Jacobian at the ongtn of the element (~,11) 
coordinate system. This modification was suggested by Taylor et al. 
(1976). The LUSAS program is used to obtain the numerical results. For 
rectangular geometry this element is the same as H40R (Froier et al., 
1974). 
Element H4COM1- In this element complete linear polynomials are used 
for the stress field. After satisfying equilibrium equations, the 
following 7 f3' s for stress field are obtained. This element was proposed 
by Spilker et al. (1981) and was labelled by him H7PL. If we consider 
eq. (2.36), the vector 0" is {O" , 0" ,0" } and ~ is given by: 
x y xy 
y 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
x 
o 
o x 
o o 
-y 
This stress distribution is also used by Cook (1987) and Allman (1988). 
This element IS geometrically invariant because its stress expansIOn IS 
a complete linear polynomial. Coordinate transformations are not 
necessary. 
Element H4C0M2- The steps involved 
described. The polynomial terms In 
In obtaining the stress field are 
x and y In the displacement 
assumption for a rectangular shape are gtven by 
u(x,y) = a + a x + a y + a xy 
1 2 3 4 
where the a. can be uniquely related to nodal 
1 
expreSSIOns can be written for v(x,y) yielding 
strains can be computed from the displacement 
(4.1) 
displacements, ~. Similar 
a total of 8 a. 's. The 
1 
fields yielding a strain 
field In terms of 5 independent a.' s, I.e. the constant terms 
1 
In the 
displacement interpolations do not appear and two of the 
parameters are linearly independent and can be renumbered 
a. 'so 
1 
displacement 
as single 
A preliminary stress field IS then defined by replacing each strain 
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component 
independent 
by the corresponding stress component, and replacing each 
a. by ~.. However, the stress field does not satisfy 
1 1 
equilibrium. Additional Ws were added to the stress components to 
complete polynomials for normal stresses (note x was not previously 
included in cr, y was not included in cr). This stress field was then 
x y 
subjected to the equilibrium equations, after which redundant Ws were 
removed and the following stress field is obtained 
y o -x 
-y x 
x o y 
A check on the spunous zero energy modes of this element can be 
made analytically. This is done by computing the G matrix eq. (3.9) for 
a rectangular element. 
4 0 0 0 0 
o 8/3 0 0 0 
G= 0 0 4 0 0 
-a 
o 0 0 8/3 0 
o 0 0 0 4 
Analytically, all spunous zero energy modes are found as solutions to 
G a =0 
-a -
(4.2) 
Solution of eq. (4.2) shows that a
l 
= a 2 = • • . • .. " . =0 and thus no 
spunous energy modes exist. It should be noted that this stress field 
was used by Cook and Abdullah (1969). 
Element H4SF - In this case complex variable theory is applied to the 
biharmonic equation. This equation has the fundamental solutions 
Re\jf(z); Im\jf(z) 
where r2=x2 +y2 and <I>(z) and \jf(z) are arbitrary analytic functions of the 
complex variable z (z=X+iy). lirousek and Venkatesh (1989) have chosen 
polynomial solutions obtained by setting <I>(z)=l and \jf(z)=l+2, 
(k=O,1,2, ..... ) which permits the generation of assumed stress 
expressions within the element. Obviously other choices are possible. We 
will consider the following stress distribution case for numerical 
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comparisons. 
[ 
1 0 0 
010 
001 
Which satisfies the equilibrium 
element is almost similar to H4COMl. 
2x 
6x 
-2y 
and 
6y ] 
2y 
-2x 
compatibili ty equations. This 
ELEMENT H4INT1- This IS essentially the four noded verSIOn of Pian and 
Sumihara (1984a) starting from complete polynomials up to linear terms 
for the stresses and using the same four l!A. terms introduced in DP4INT. 
Pian and Sumihara showed that the resulting constrained equations (3.14) 
and (3.15 t)), reduce the independent stresses to the five stress 
parameters. 
[ : 
0 0 2 ~ 2 11 a3 a l ] 1 0 b2 ~ b2 11 (4.3) 3 I 
0 1 a3b3~ aIbl11 
where a =1/4(-x + x + x - x ) I 1 2 3 4 
a =l/4(-x - x 3 I 2 + x 3 + x) 4 
and b i and b3 are the same as al and a3 with Xi replaced with y( Thus, 
aI' a3 , b I and b 3 are functions of nodal coordinates x i and y i of the 
four corners of the element, which means the distortion is taken into 
account. Also, it was shown that the resultant element stiffness matrix 
has sufficient rank and that all zero energy deformation modes are 
suppressed for any element geometry. 
Element H4CF This element IS developed based on the curvilinear 
formulation, Pian (1985). The resulting stress pattern IS exactly the 
same as H4INTl. 
Element H4INT2- This is the four noded element of Pian and Wu (1988). 
The same assumption as in the H4INTl. The only difference is in the 
determination of constrains equations to the original 9 Ws stress terms 
III which the constraint equation for the stresses are based on eq. 
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(3.16) 
The stresses are separated as follows: 
a=l::)= [: 
0 0 11 0 ~ 0 0 :] fl) 1 0 0 ~ 0 11 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 ~ xy 11 ~9 
rC} = [ I P I ~n] ~I 
-I 
~II 
~n is expressed in terms of ~I and the resulting number of ~. IS 5 and 
the stress distribution is the same as in (4.3). 
Element H4INT3 - The same procedure as III H4INT2 is taken, with the 
• internal displacement ~A which satisfy eq. (3.20) being used. For a 
corresponding incompatible displacement functions it has been found III 
(Pian and Wu, 1988) that the form of l!~ is 
• • ~A= ~A ~ 
in which 
M~ = [ 1_~2 1-112 0 1~~2 ] 1_~2 0 0 
'VI = 2/3 (a l b2-bla2)/(a3bl-b3al) 
'V2 = 2/3 (a2 b3 -b2a3)/(a3bl-b3al) 
a2= 1/4 (Xl - x2 + X3 - x4) 
b2= 1/4 (YI - Y2 + Y3 - Y4) 
[ -1 1 0 ~ ] + ('V ~ - 'V 11) I 2 0 0 -1 
The resulting stresses cr· obtained m this way agam involve five ~ 
parameters. 
Element H4ELA - The present hybrid algorithm is employed for generating 
a quadrilateral membrane element. The stress field is first assumed to 
be 
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ja~) j 131 1 132~ ) :11 = :: f + ~.11 = (Jc + (J~ 
~11 natura 
Then, the higher order" stresses an are converted 
,.. - h 
(3.21). The hybrid element based on these assumptions 
necessary requirements. It accounts for the constant 
the elements stiffness matrix is of correct rank and invariant. 
according to eq. 
satisfies all the 
stress state and 
ELEMENT H4GEN - This element has been suggested Wanji and Cheung 
(1987a) and is based on multivariable assumptions. A computer program 
has been written and checked with the published results and will be used 
for numerical compansons. 
Finally, as all elements use a linear stress field, the optimal 
sampling point should correspond to the element centroid since a I-point 
gauss rule integrates these linear stresses exactly. 
4.3 EIGHT NODED ELEMENT 
We consider 8-node isoparametric elements, where the Serendipity 
shape functions, N.(~,l1) (i=I,2, .... ,8), are used for displacement 
1 
interpolation and coordinate mappmg. For this 16 degrees of freedom 
element, a minimum number of 13 13' s IS required. Several 8-node elements 
are included in the present study and can now be described. A 3x3 Gauss 
rule is used. 
Element H80R - This is the 8-node standard hybrid element reported by 
Henshell (1973). This element is based on 1413 stress field and will be 
termed H80R. This element is, according to the previous reference, the 
best of the 8-node hybrid stress elements based on numerical 
experimentation. Element H80R is, however, not invariant with respect to 
coordinate rotation. 
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tOO 
0 0 
2 2 2 3 y x 2xy 0 y 0 x 3x y 
x ] 010 0 0 0 2xy 0 2 2 3 2 x Y x Y Y 3xy 
0 0 0 
2 2 2 
_3x2y -y -x -y -x 0 0 - 2xy -3xy 
It can be easily verified that the equilibrium equations are 
satisfied. 
Element DP8 This IS the 
based on biquadratic Serendipity 
8-noded 
shape 
isoparametric 
functions. A 
displacement element 
2x2 Gauss rule IS 
used, only one spurious zero energy mode is possible, and it IS of non 
consequence: neighbouring elements cannot share the mode, so a structure 
of more than one element is stable (Cook and Zhao-Hua, 1982). 
Element H8COM1 - For this 16 degrees of freedom element, the mInImUm 
stress field which satisfies equilibrium, the minimum ~ requirement, and 
invariance IS a complete cubic. After equilibrium, 18~ stress field IS 
obtained, further reduction to the number of ~'s is achieved by USIng 
stress compatibility equations, the following 15~ stress field IS 
obtained. 
t 
0 0 y 0 x 0 
0 0 x 0 y 
0 0 0 -y -x 
2xy 
0 
2 
-y 
2 
3xy 
3 
-x 
3 
-y 
0 
2xy 
2 
-x 
2 2 2 3 3 
-y (x -2y ) x -y 
2 2 2 3 2 
x y (3xy -2x 3x y 
2 3 
0 -2xy -3x y -x 
The element based on this 15P stress field IS termed element 
H8COMl. The stress field remains a complete cubic, and element H8COM1 is 
thus invariant. This element can be found in Spilker et al. (1981). 
Element H8C0M2 - The same procedure as in element H4C0M2 IS followed, 
where the strain distribution calculated from the assumed displacement 
field IS used as a guideline for the assumed stress distribution. After 
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replacing each strain component by 
and adding to complete polynomials, 
the corresponding stress component 
27 Ws are obtained, then applying 
the equilibrium equations this reduces to 16 Ws and the enforcement of 
compatibility equations reduces to 13 Ws. The resulting 13[3 stress 
field, which is used for element H8C0M2 is gIVen by: 
tOO -, 
2 2 3 2 3 3 o -x y 2xy -y -3xy y 3 x y-2 y 
, 1 o 1 0 0 2 3 2 3 2 3 -y x -y -2xy x x -3x y y 3xy ~2x 
2 2 3 3 2 o 1 y x y x x -y 0 y x - 3xy -3x y 
Eigenanalysis of the resulting stiffness matrix shows 4 zero 
eigenvalues, 3 of which correspond to rigid body modes and one 
corresponding to a spurious zero energy mode. 
Element H8GT - Here the theory of symmetry group theory has been used 
as a tool m choosing the least order stress field, where redundant 
stress terms are eliminated of the stress interpolants usmg symmetry 
group theory. This element was labelled LP8: 1APR by Punch and Atluri 
(1984a) and IS based on the following 13~ stress field. 
2 2 3 2 
t 
lOy 0 x 0 x y -2xy 2xy x 3x y 
1 
2 2 2 3 
-I 0 0 x 0 y y -x -2xy -2xy 3xy y 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
o 1 0 0 -y -x - 2xy 0 x +y x -y -3x y -3xy 
Element H8SF The stress function concept IS used. This element 
contains 13~. The first five ~ are the same as m the element H4SF 
2 2 2 3 2 
x -6y -12y 12xy -12(x -y ) -24xy (-2Oy +12x y) 
2 2 2 3 2 
6x 6y 12x 12xy 12(x -y ) 24xy (+4y +36x y) 
2 2 2 2 3 2 
6y -6x 0 - 6 (x +y ) 24xy - 1 2 (x - Y ) (-12x -Ihy ) 
3 2 
(-4, -36o.y ) 1 
3 2 (+2Ox -12xy ) 
3 2 (12y +12x y) 
Element H8INT1 - The following shows the procedure used for 8-node 
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elements of general geometry extended from 4-node element H4INTl. Where 
the constraint equation for the stresses is based on eq. (3.15). 
The relation between the cartesian coordinates x and y and the 
natural coordinates ~ and 11 for the eight node quadrilateral membrane 
element can be expressed in the simple polynomial form (see Robinson, 
1987) 
x= e1 +e2~+e311+e 4~11+e5~2 +e6112 +e7~211+eg~112 
y= f +f ~+f l1+f ~11+f ~2 +f 112 +f ~211+f ~112 1234567 g 
the e. coefficients are: 
1 
e 1 = -1/4(x1 +x2 +x3 +x 4)+ 1/2(X5 +x 6 +x7 +Xg) 
e2 = 1/2(x6-xg) 
e = 1/2(-x +x ) 
3 5 7 
e 4 = 1/4(x1-x2 +x3 -x 4) 
e 5 = l/4(x1 +x2 +X3 +x 4)-1/2(X5 +x7) 
e 6 = 1/4(X1 +x2 +x3 +x 4)-l/2(x6 +Xg) 
e7 = l/4(-XI-X2+X3+X4)+1/2(X5-X) 
eg = l/4(-Xl+X2+X3-X4)+l/2(-X6+Xg) 
Similarly for the f 
matrix is given by 
coefficients with x. replaced by y.. The Jacobian 
1 1 
e +e 11+2e ~+2e ~l1+e 112 
[ 
2 4 5 7 g 
! = e +e ~+2e 11+e ~2+2e ~11 
3 4 6 7 g 
f2 +f411+2f5~ +2f7~11+fg112 ] 
f +f ~+2f 11+f7~2+2fg~11 3 4 6 
In the finite element formulation both stresses and displacements 
are expressed in natural coordinates as follows: 
xy 
o 
p 
o 
u = q = N 1 { u } { u.} 
-q V q ~ i Vi 
(4.4) 
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={ uAl A S(l-S2) + A 1l(l-1l2) u"- - vAl = [<!;{I-S2) + <11(1-112) ] 
substituting eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) into the integral 1=J O~(D uA)dV 
+1 +1 
= L J IhpuJfclX)+cr h/av Afay)-tO" hx,(dUAfay+Ov(c)X)] I J I dSd11 
=I+ 1 I+ 1 [AI [(l-3s2)(0 J -0 J )] + 
_ 1 _ 1 hx 22 hxy 21 
A2[(l-3112)(-0 J +0 J )] + hx 12 hxy 11 
A3 [(l-3S2)(-0 J +0 J )] + hy 21 hxy 22 
A4[(l-3112)(0 J -0 J )] ] dSdll hy 11 hxy 12 
(4.5) 
and carrymg out the variation dl/dA=O, one obtains 4 sets of equations 
of constraints. With these equations of constraint, the assumed stresses 
can be written in only 14 independent parameters. This element is termed 
H81NT1. 
Element H81NT2 - The displacements l! q and l!A are expressed as in the 
preVIOUS element. The assumed stresses are complete quadartic terms with 
eighteen independent parameters 
o 1 0 0 S 11 0 0 0 0 Sll 0 0 S 2 0 112 0 0 0 
'! = { 0: } =[ 0 1 0 0 0 S II 0 0 0 Sll 0 0 112 0 S2 0 0] 
o 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 S 11 0 0 S11 0 0 0 0 S2 112 
xy 
{ ~C} = [ ! I ~I I ~II] ~I ~II 
To reduce the number of stress parameters, this IS achieved by 
eliminating ~II from '! 
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~ = - R-1 R ~ 
-IT -II -I -I 
where 13-IT and 13-1 are calculated using divergence theorem 
13-1= J ~T~ ~I dS = J ~TO?T~I) dV + J O?~)T~I dV 
8m vm vm 
13-n = J ~T~ ~II dS = J ~TO?T~II) dV 
sm vm 
+ J (I?~)T~II dV 
vm 
and therefore obtain, a stress with 14~ such as 
* where P = P - P R- I R 
-h -I -IT -II -I 
Element H8INT3 - Here the formulation mentioned in section 3.3.3.4 will 
be applied to the 8-node quadrilateral plane element. In order to have a 
complete cubic displacement functions, it is only necessary for uA, to be 
defined as In the last element. Note that when the virtual parameter 
method is used in two-dimensional problems, only two virtual parameters 
need to be employed.Let n= {I m} be direction cosine of the outward 
normal on element sides, one may choose (Wu, Huang and Pian, 1987) . 
• ~ = [~ 11] 
fa/a [ 
4f +4!3f -4f -4!3f ] X 3 7 2 8 
• dS = a/a M dV = Ivm y} - .4e ·4/3, 4e 4/3, 3 7 2 8 
I fa/ax [ 413f3 +4/5f7 -413f2-4 1 Sf 8 ] 
PA, = I {} M dS = I ara } M dV = 
- sm m - vm y - -413e3 -41Se
7 
413e
2
-4 1 S e 8 
The desirable incompatible function should be of the form: 
where "'1' "'2' "'3 and "'4 are In terms of nodal coordinates. The same 
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procedure as m H8INT2 is applied for the stresses. 
Element H8CF1 - Initially, the stresses are written as functions of the 
undistorted local system -tj where the distribution of H8GT can be used 
and replacing (x,y) by (~,11). Then, a coordinate transformation IS 
performed according to second order tensor transformation (eq. 3.11). 
The value of the Jacobian at (~,l1)=(O,O) is used which can be reduced 
to: 
!o = [:: ::] 
The assumed cartesian stress components are 
0' = e
2
t
ll 
- 2 e e t l2 + e2t 22 
x 2 233 
0' = itll - 2 f f t l2 + it22 
y 2 23 3 
0' = e f tIl - (e f +e f )t12 + e f t 22 
xy 22 2332 33 
Obviously this can be included in the computer program or written 
explicitly 
Element H8CF2 - As m the preVIOUS element, the stress field assumed m 
natural space IS transformed to the global system usmg a natural to 
global tensor transformation (eq. 3.11). However, here only the higher 
order terms are included, this could be written in matrix form as: 
0' ~ 0 0 
{ O':} = [ 0 I ~2 0] 
0' 0 0 ~3 
xy 
and 
Element H8ELA The investigation of the 8-noded quadrilateral IS 
analogous to that of the 4-noded element H4ELA case and involves the 
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transformation of the element H80R according to eq. (3.21). 
Element H8GEN The hybrid element proposed here IS based on 
multi-field variables. The strains of the proposed element are taken as 
polynomial with 1/ I J I in natural coordinates 
F = (1 ~ 11 ~11 ~2 112 ~211 ~112) 
Likewise, the stresses cr should be described by the interpolation 
- 1 
The other component of stresses cr should be prescribed of a higher 
order interpolation function 
xy 
o 
p 
o 
P = (1 ~3 11 3 ~3113 ~6 116 ~6113 ~3116) 
Finally the interpolation functions for u and l!~ are given as: 
- q I\, 
{
UAl [ Ml 1!A, = v/J = 0 
in which M = 3/5-~ 3 and M = 3/5-113 1 2 
The element stiffness matrix and stress vector are gIVen by eqs. 
(3.24) and (3.25) respectively. 
For a quadratic or cubic complete polynomial, the 2 point Gauss 
rule is required for exact integration. Therefore, based on the earlier 
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development, the 2x2 Gauss points should be optimal sampling points for 
all the membrane 8-noded elements. 
4.4 NINE NODED ELEMENT 
4.4.1 Interpolation of geometry and displacements 
Some 9-node elements are to be formulated. The displacements u={ u 
v} in the x and y directions respectively are interpolated in terms of 
nodal displacement as: 
u = L Ni(~,l1) u 
v = \ N.(~,Tl) V. L I I 
where N . (~,11) are the Lagrangian shape functions In the parent (~,11) 
1 
plane and u. and v are the degrees of freedom at node i. The elements· 
1 
are isoparametric In (~,11) so that the coordinate transformation 
utilizes the same interpolation 
x = L Ni(~,l1) x 
y = L Ni(~,l1) Yi 
where (x.,y.) are the global coordinates of node i. A 4x4 Gauss rule IS 
I I 
used for numerical integration 
4.4.2 Calculation of stress field 
The alternate hybrid stress elements to be presented differ In the 
assumed stress field. However, all the stress fields must satisfy the 
homogeneous equilibrium equations. The rational choice for each stress 
field IS presented. For the present case, with 18 degrees of freedom and 
3 rigid body modes, at least 15 independent stress parameters are 
required. 
Element H90R - Based on the assumption that cr IS taken to have the 
xy 
same shape functions as displacement. Then, cr and cr are derived from 
x y 
the equilibrium equations. This results in the following 17 Ws. 
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2 2 2 
[ 
:
1 0 0 y 0 x 0 2xy 0 y O
2 
x 2 3y x 0 
I 0 0 x 0 y 0 2xy 0 x y 0 
2 2 3 
o 1 0 0 -y -x -y -x 0 0 -2xy y 
This element is not invariant 
2 
3yx 
3 
x 
3 2 
x 3x y 
2 3 
3xy y 
2 2 
-3x y -3xy 
3 
2x : ] 
2xy 
2 2 
-3x y 
ELEMENT DP9 - This IS the 9-node Lagrangian isoparametric element. A 
3x3 Gauss rule IS used, since lower order will create zero energy modes 
which can be shared by adjacent elements and the structure may be 
unstable. 
Element H9COMI 
satisfies equilibrium, 
For this element, the mInImUm 
the mInImUm P requirement and 
complete quartic polynomial. 
Ox = PI +P2x+P3y+P4xy+P5x2+P6y2+P7x2y+ •.......... +PI5y4 
stress field which 
. . 
mvanance IS a 
with similar expreSSIOns for the two remamIng stress components, a 
total of 45 p's is obtained. When the homogeneous equilibrium equations 
are enforced, 20 p's can be eliminated, yielding a 25P stress field in 
which all stress components are complete polynomials 
For the present 2-dimensional plane isoparametric elements, a 
rational reduction of the 25P stress field can be achieved by reqUlnng 
that the stress field satisfies the compatibility equations, a total of 
6 conditions on the P' s are obtained. Therefore after some algebraic 
manipulations, a total of 26p's are eliminated from the 45P field. The 
resulting 19P stress field (which form the basis of the H9COMl) is given 
by: 
2 2 2 2 3 2 3 
[ : 
o 0 y 0 x 0 2xy 0 -y x -2y -3xy -y 3x y-2y 
2 2 3 2 3 
1 0 0 x 0 y 0 2xy x y x 3x y Y 
2 2 3 3 2 
o 1 0 0 -y -x -y -x 0 - 2xy y -x - 3 xy 
2 3 3 3 3 2 2 4 4 4 
-6xy +x -2x y 4xy - 2 x Y 6x Y -2y x - y 
2x 4] 2 3 3 3 4 4 2 2 3xy 4x y -2y x -2xy Y -x 6x Y -
2 3 2 2 4 224 3 3 
-3x y+2y 3x Y -x 3x Y - Y - 4 xy -4x Y 
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This 
yields an 
rotation; this 
19~ stress field remaInS a complete quartic 
element which IS invariant under arbitrary 
has also been verified numerically. 
and therefore 
translation and 
Element H9COM2- The same method as in H4C0M2 IS applied In this case 
and the stress distribution is as follows 
[ 1 0 0 
2 2 3 2 3 3 
-x -x y 2xy y 2xy -2(3x 
-2x y+2(3y 
-2/3x y 
010 0 -2xy 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 x -y -x -2xy +2(3x 2x y-2(3y 4/3x y-2/3xy 
o 0 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 4 Y Y x x -y 0 2x y-2(3y 2xy -2(3x x y -1/3x 
3 2 2 4 4 4 
-4xy 
-3/2x y +l/2y ~. /4+, /4 ] 
3 4 4 2 2 4 
4x Y l/2x -1/4y 
-312X
3
Y +l/2x 
4 4 3 
Y -x xy x y 
Element H9SF- Here 20 choices are possible (Jirousek and Venkatesh, 
1989). From some preliminary tests the following stress selection IS 
suggested. We add to the 13 ~ of the 8-noded element H8SF, the following 
2~: 
4 2 2 4 
[
3Ox +18Ox Y -3Oy 
4 2 2 4 
30x -18Ox y +3Oy 
3 3 
120x y-120xy 
3 3 
-120x y+12Oxy ] 
3 3 
120x y-12Oxy 
4 2 2 4 
-3 Ox +180x y -3Oy 
Element H9ED - The dominant consideration IS the rank condition, and 
the crucial configuration for testing rank IS a square element. A 
simplified procedure for computing spunous zero energy modes was 
presented by Spilker (1981 a) and can serve as guide for selecting a 
mInImUm number of ~-stress parameters. Briefly, the rank condition IS 
governed by <! eq. (2.43). If the interpolation for each stress component 
were to contain precisely the same polynomial terms as the corresponding 
strain component, the G matrix would have only zero eigenvalues 
corresponding to rigid body modes. This concept serves as guide for the 
selection of the stress field of element H9ED and is as follows: 
For the 9-node element, the polynomial terms In (x,y) In the 
displacement assumption for a square shape of a dimension 2X2 with the 
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reference x and y axes passing through the centroid and parallel to the 
edges, can be represented by 15 basic defonnation modes. 
u(x,y)= a x+a y+a xy+a x2+a y2+a x2y+a xy2+a x2y2 134 567 8 9 
v(x,y)= a 2y+a3x+a xy+a x
2 +a y2 +a x2y+a xy2 +a x2y2 10 11 12 13 14 15 
The strains can be computed from these displacement fields yielding 
a strain field in tenns of 15 independent a.'s. 
1 
£ = iJurax= a +a y+2a x+a y2 +2a xy+2a xy2 
x 14 57 8 9 
£ = iJv/iJy= a +a x+2a y+2a xy+a x2+2a x2y 
y 2 10 12 13 14 15 
'Y = (iJu/iJy+iJv/iJx)/2=2a +(a +2a )x+(2a +a )y+2(a +a )xy+ 
xy 3 4 1 1 6 10 7 14 
222 2 
a
8
x +al3 y +2a9x y+2al5xy 
According to the one ~-stress per 
several possible choices for ~-stress tenns. 
case: 
a = ~ +~ y+~ x+~ y2+~ xy+~ xy2 
x 1 4 5 7 8 9 
a-mode scheme, 
Now consider 
a - ~2 +~ 10X+~12Y+~13 xy+~ 14X2 +~15x2y y 
a - ~3 +~6Y+~11 X xy 
there exist 
the following 
Before modifications, some observations on this element can be made 
analytically. Consider the defonnation component ga obtained from eq. 
(3.9) which must have linearly independent columns in order to suppress 
all kinematic defonnation modes. 
4 
4 
8 
4{3 4{3 
4{3 4{3 4/3 
8{38{3 8/9 4{3 
4/5 
8/9 8/15 
4/5 
4{38{3 8/9 
8{38{3 
4/58/15 
A rank analysis shows that the columns are linearly independent and 
therefore no zero energy defonnation is possible. Also, a simple check 
shows the equilibrium equations are not verified, nor are the stress 
tenns symmetric with respect to x and y and it should be noted that this 
choice of one a to one ~ does not necessarily give a good perfonnance 
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~6 
are 
Bearing this in mind and noting the need to change some Ws (e.g. 
and ~ 5 are related by equilibrium equations), more stress parameters 
added and the following stress distribution is suggested: 
tOO Y 0 0 0 
2 2 2 2 x xy y 0 x!2 xy 0 x y 
o 1 0 0 x 0 0 2 2 2 3 y xy 0 x y!2 0 x y y /3 
0 100 2 2 3 3 2 -y -x -y (l -x (l 0 0 -xy 
-y /3 -x /3 -xy 
3 3 
-x /3 y!3 0 
] 2 3 xy 0 x!3 
2 
x y 0 0 
Element H9GT -This element is developed In Appendix II and of those 
considered, the one which produced the best element performance In 
preliminary tests corresponds to: 
a(l) a (2) a(l) a (2) a ( 1) a( 4) a(l) a(l) a(2) a(3) a(4) 
l' l' 2' 2' 3' 3' 4' 5' 5' 5' 5· 
which could be written explicitly as: 
t -; o y 0 
2 2 3 2 2 
x 0 x y 2xy x 3x y -3xy 0 
2 2 2 3 2 o 0 x 0 y y -x -2xy 3xy y 0 -3x y 
100 2 2 2 2 3 3 -y -x - 2xy 0 x -y -3x y -3xy y x 
4.5 IMPLEMENTATION INTO A COMPUTER PROGRAM 
3 
-h :] 
-2xy 
2 2 
3x Y 
In this work a considerable amount of attention has been gtven to 
the converSIOn of the theory to computer programs to carry out the 
analysis of arbitrary plane stress/plane strain problems based on the 
different elements. The programmIng language is FORTRAN. In this section 
typical computations are outlined. 
The required input information IS reduced to its simplest form and 
includes the element data (elastic properties and nodal point numbering 
of each element), the nodal point data (x and y coordinate of each 
point) and the load definition. U sing this data, the machine proceeds to 
calculate the element stiffness, and then superposes appropriate element 
stiffness components to obtain the total stiffness of the structure. The 
system equations are solved by means of procedure which account for the 
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sparse, symmetric nature of the problem to determine the nodal point 
displacements. Then evaluate the stresses 10 the individual elements. 
The produced output consists of tabulated nodal point deflections and 
element stresses. 
The finite element programs written by the 
elements developed so far. The program follows 
outlined above and parallels that of Burnett (1987) 
flowchart is presented below: 
LOADPT 
FORM 
author implement the 
the general structure 
and Akin (1982). The 
L--__ _ }----1 SHP H JACOBI 
APLYBC ~-----iL--_____ J 
ANALYSIS 
CALFUN 
CALDER 
OUTPUT PRINTS 
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In data phase 
Subroutine INITDT initialises values of vanous constants that 
are used through the program. It also defines the current size limits of 
several parameters and associated arrays and includes the initialization 
of the Gauss points and weights for quadrilateral elements. 
Subroutine MESHDT defines the mesh and calculates the 
half-bandwidth. It calls three routines detailed below: 
1- NODEDT - defines each node with a unique node number and a location 
(x-y coordinate). 
2- ELEMDT - defines each element with a unique element number and the 
number of the nodes attached to that element as well as other data on 
its type the order of integration needed. 
3- HBAND calculates the half-bandwidth that the assembled system 
stiffness matrix will have. 
Subroutine PROPDT - defines the material properties E, v. 
Subroutine LOADPT - defines all the applied loads and reads In 
values for the essential and natural boundary conditions. 
In the analysis phase. 
Subroutine FORM - this subroutine forms the system stiffness matrix 
K by evaluating the terms in the element equations for each element in 
the mesh, and adding these terms to the appropriate locations in ~. The 
element routine, ELEM is called to evaluate the element stiffness matrix 
K. The system stiffness matrix is stored in a special way, since ~ is 
-e 
symmetric. 
Subroutine APL YBC - applies both the essential and natural boundary 
conditions and adds the element load vector Q to the system load vector 
Q.. The routine BDYFLX is called to evaluate the equivalent nodal loads 
for distributed boundary loading. 
Subroutine CALFUN designed for the solution of the system 
equations. 
Subroutine CALDER calculates the stresses In the individual 
elements. 
In the final phase. 
Subroutine PRINTS - prints a listing of quantities with each node 
and element. 
A listing of the routines used to calculate the stiffness matrix 
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for element H4ELA proposed here is in appendix IV. 
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CHAPTER 5 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the following we present some test examples devised to provide a 
comprehensive comparison of the performance of the elements in chapter 
4. Apart from the obvious necessity to model certain common stress 
distributions, there are not any analytical criteria by which to 
identify the best stress selections as pointed out by Punch (1984). 
Instead, a selection of example problems are analysed and the 
performance of these elements is examined, thus, providing a broad range 
of analytical stress distribution. First, a distortion sensitivity study 
IS investigated In a plane stress beam-bending problem under two 
loadings. Second, a thin curved beam under pure bending IS considered to 
test the situation where curved geometry IS involved. Then, a plane 
strain cylinder under point load is studied. Finally, the performance of 
these elements are compared for the general example problem of an 
elliptic membrane under uniform external pressure. Also, the following 
tests are included: eigenvalue analysis for stability, the patch test 
for convergence, and coordinate transformation for invariance. Results 
are also given which verify the optimal sampling points, the effects of 
the order of numerical integration and the behaviour of the elements for 
nearly incompressible materials. 
5.2 DISTORTION STUDY 
We consider a distortion sensitivity study involving a two element 
1 Ox2x 1 cantilever under pure moment and acted upon by shear loading at 
the tip Fig. 5.1. The degree of geometric distortion of these elements 
IS represented by the dimension "D". The loadings are calculated In 
order to give a theoretical tip displacement of 0.1 (see Appendix II). 
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This case was proposed by Pian and Sumihara (1984a) and Punch (1984). It 
should be noted that the cantilever beam under pure moment could be 
considered as a higher order patch test (Taylor et al., 1986), since the 
solution in elasticity is composed of 
order and involving polynomials 
boundary conditions with the order 
polynomial 
of the 
of terms 
terms up 
differential 
one order 
pure bending 
to quadratic 
equations and 
higher than 
5.7.1). 
the basic polynomials used In a patch test (see section 
D Load Load 
1 case 1 case 2 ~ 
T :::::: ) ;;.-: 
2 y xl 
xB / ( T 
10 1 
Fig. 5.1 Two elements cantilever problem description 
(E=15oo, v=0.25) 
5.2.1 Four node elements 
Fig. 5.2 shows the normalised tip deflection against distortion 
parameter for some hybrid formulations and the displacement method for 
the pure moment condition. The same graph for end shear loading IS 
plotted In Fig. 5.3. This shows that all of these elements stiffen as 
distortion Increases. However, the hybrid formulations are less 
sensitive to distortion, and it 
element where stresses are In 
IS seen that although the hybrid stress 
terms of x-y coordinates (H40R) yields 
good solution for D=O, under severe distortion it becomes almost as 
rigid as the assumed displacement compatible element. The same finding 
applies to H4COMl. On the other hand, the hybrid formulation with 
stresses interpolated In ~,11 coordinates are less sensitive to geometric 
distortions. We note that the choice of stress parameters is crucial for 
good results as is shown by the results for H4C0M2. The elements H4GEN 
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and DP41NT give identical results as H4INT1. 
In addition to tip deflections, the normalised bending stress cr IS 
x 
also plotted in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 at Gauss sampling point 2x2 rule 
(point B in Fig. 5.1) for moment and shear loadings respectively. The 
exact solution being 1.50 and 1.15 for pure moment and shear loadings 
respectively. The elements which are invariant (all except H40R) show 
less sensitivity to distortion. The hybrid elements are far supenor to 
the displacement element for this problem. 
We observe that most of the hybrid 4-node elements give the exact 
solution for rectangular element shape under the applied moment loading. 
Hence these elements pass the higher order patch test for rectangular 
geometry. 
The bending stress cr versus " (along line 11, ~=O) for the fIrst 
x 
element of the cantilever beam, is plotted in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 for both 
loadings. The displacement element DP4 can be seen to give a very poor 
stress distribution. The hybrid elements as expected give better stress 
distributions. Typically, the lxl Gauss station which corresponds to 
~=O, ,,=0 (the centroid of the element) is in best agreement with the 
analytic solution. It IS clearly seen that the stress distribution of 
the hybrid elements are signifIcantly more accurate than the traditional 
displacement based element. 
5.2.2 Eight node elements 
The distortion sensitivity study for the eight noded elements IS 
conducted similarly to that of the four noded elements and involves the 
same two element cantilever with pure moment and shear loads. It can be 
seen that the greater capabilities of the eight noded elements are 
apparent from Figs. 5.S and 5.9 which show normalised tip deflections 
under moment and shear loadings respectively. Formulations with internal 
displacements and using natural coordinates HSINT are remarkably 
resistant to the effects of distortion at all values of D for both 
loadings. The elements using cartesian coordinates as HSOR and HSGT 
oscillate In the results under distortion effect. In companson, the 
S-node displacement element with reduced integration (DPS) gives good 
results for pure moment and slightly less accurate for shear loadings. 
The same trends appear in the stress results for the problem In 
so 
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Fig. 5.2 Normalized tip displacement 
for the cantilever beam under pure 
moment loading 
Normalised tip displacement 
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Fig. 5.3 Normalised tip displacement 
for the cantilever beam under end shear 
loading 
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H40R 
H4LOC 
H4COM2 
H4INT1,H4INT3 
DP4 
H4ELA 
Normalised bending stress at Gauss point 
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Fig. 5.4 Normalised bending stress for 
the cantilever problem under an end 
moment 
Normalised bending stress at Gauss point 
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Figs. 5.10 and 5.1l. 
Finally, the 8-node elements give better results for the higher 
order patch test performed even at large distortions. 
5.3 THIN CmCULAR BEAM UNDER PURE MOMENT 
In this test, a problem of a clamped circular beam subjected to an 
end moment, M=600 together with the finite element mesh as shown in Fig. 
5.12 is considered in order to compare for element performances in a 
general isoparametric configuration. The dimensions are: the mner 
radius a=10, outer radius b=12, and material properties, Young modulus 
and Poisson's ratio are E= 107, v=O.3 respectively. Several meshes were 
used, all had one element across the width and N equal elements around 
the circumference. A two dimensional elasticity solution IS available 
for this problem in Rekach (1977); tip radial displacement of 0.01087 at 
nodal point A; radial stress of 24.91 and tangential stress of 520.1 at 
a radius of 11.58. Because a pure moment is applied the bending stresses 
are constant throughout the beam at a constant radius. This problem has 
been used earlier by Spilker et al. (1981). 
5.3.1 Four node elements 
Convergence of the normalised inner radial displacement IS shown in 
Fig. 5.13. The elements H4INT1, H4LOC, H4ELA and DP4INT give identical 
results which are slightly more accurate than other elements. It must be 
noted that H40R produced inaccurate results, this could be due to the 
nearly square shape of the elements and their orientation leading to 
near zero energy deformation modes being developed. 
5.3.2 Eight node elements 
Convergence behaviour of the mner radial displacement normalised 
by the exact value is shown in Fig. 5.14. All elements converge to the 
exact value with less than 5 per cent error for N ~3. H8ELA and DP8 gIve 
particularly good answers even for a coarse mesh. 
Nonnalised stresses are plotted as a function of e along the line 
r=ll.58 (which passes through a line of 2x2 Gauss stations) and N=5. All 
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Fig. 5.12 Geometry, mesh and boundary conditions 
for a clamped circular beam under end moment load 
7 (E=10 ; v =0.3; N=4) 
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H80R 
-+- OP8 
--+- H8COM1 
---4- H8INT1 
---A--- H81NT3 
--+-- H8ELA 
the stress components should be independent of S. Results for the 
dominant stress, as in Fig. 5.15a, shows the points corresponding to the 
2x2 Gauss stations to be near optimal for all elements. A similar 
behaviour is observed for the radial stress a, in Fig. 5.15b (note that 
r 
the radial stress near the clamped boundary were not plotted). In this 
figures only the complete distribution IS shown for H8INTl, other 
elements show similar distributions. In companson with the 
displacement element, hybrid element stresses evaluated at the 
8-node 
2x2 
optimal sampling points are nearly the same, but results by hybrid are 
generally superior at other locations within the element as shown by 
Figs 5.16a and 5.16b. 
The stresses are calculated using shape functions for OP8. 
5.4 PLANE STRAIN CYLINDER 
This example consists of a circular disc compressed across its 
diameter. One quarter of it and the element mesh IS illustrated In Fig. 
5.17 as suggested by Zhao (1986). There IS a standard elasticity 
solution to the problem in Dally and Riley (1978). 
5.4.1 Four node case 
The numerical results by different elements for the stresses at the 
centre of the disc are shown in Table 5.1 and are in good agreement with 
the analytical solution. This is due to the good choice of the mesh. 
Almost, all elements can satisfactorily reproduce the exact stress modes 
of this problem. This proves that ultimately as the mesh IS refined, 
better approximation can be obtained. 
5.4.2 Eight node case 
The stresses derived from the finite element models are compared in 
Table 5.2. Excellent agreement are obtained, this shows as the number of 
nodes on an element Increases better results are expected. This Table 
shows that all verSIOns gIve good results, and the difference between 
them are rather small. 
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Table 5.1 Results for the cylinder problem of Fig. 5.17 
(4-node elements) 
0 at C 0 at C o at C 
x y xy 
E 1 em e nts 
H40R 10.28 33.24 0.66 
H4LOC 10.25 33.22 0.61 
DP4 09.92 33.30 0.00 
H4COM1 10.71 33.30 0.21 
H4COM2 10.32 32.35 0.66 
H4SF 10.72 32.66 1.41 
H4 I NT 1 10.37 33.07 0.33 
H4 I NT 3 10.48 33.11 0.53 
H4ELA 10.40 33.07 0.51 
H4GEN 10.37 33.02 0.58 
DP4 I NT 10.43 33.00 0.57 
Th eo r y 10.61 31.83 0.00 
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Table 5.2 Results for the cylinder problem of Fig. 5.17 
(8-node elements) 
a at C a at C a at C 
x 
E 1 em e nts 
y xy 
H80R 10.75 31.73 0.21 
DP8 11.30 31.60 0.00 
H8COM1 10.62 31. 70 0.19 
H8COM2 10.73 31.52 1.92 
H8SF 10.61 31.83 0.12 
H8GT 10.65 32.08 0.18 
H8CF 1 10.54 31.85 0.19 
H8CF2 10.42 31.88 0.22 
H8 INTI 11.17 31.92 0.09 
H8 I NT2 10.71 31.86 0.11 
H8 I NT3 10.86 31.98 0.11 
H8ELA 10.86 31.86 0.22 
H8GEN 10.77 31. 75 0.15 
Theory 10.61 31. 83 0.00 
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5.5 NAFEMS MEMBRANE STRESS CONCENTRATION BENCHMARK 
This benchmark test has been proposed by NAFEMS (National Agency 
for Finite Element Methods and Standards) (1987), and was aimed at 
membrane elements and consists of an elliptic membrane with a concentric 
elliptic hole. The outside edge IS loaded with a constant normal stress. 
NAFEMS also specify suitable meshes for quadrilateral elements. Due to 
the double symmetry of the geometry, a quarter model may be analysed, 
Fig 5.18 shows the geometry and the basis for the mesh division and the 
element properties. 
5.5.1 Four node elements 
Table 5.3 shows results obtained for the vanous finite elements 
for the two meshes. It IS seen that 4-node elements generally gIVe poor 
results. Element DP4 gIves surprisingly good results for this problem 
compared to the vanous hybrid elements. This finding illustrates the 
importance of considering a range of different problems when considering 
element performance. The developers of hybrid elements have generally 
used the cantilever/distortion problem (as In section 5.2) to 
demonstrate the superiority of hybrid elements. The NAFEMS problem can 
perhaps be criticized on the grounds that comparisons are made with one 
target stress. The author feels that examination of stress distributions 
might be a better approach. 
5.5.2 Eight node elements 
Table 5.4 illustrates the eight noded quadrilateral elements which 
produce excellent major stress results even for coarse meshes. One can 
conclude the importance to use elements, which may have curved sides to 
match the boundary shape of the actual structure and have the ability to 
model higher order stress distributions. For the coarse mesh, it shows 
that when shape of elements are strongly curved, there is a loss of 
accuracy. The stresses are calculated using shape functions for DP8. 
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ORIGIN 
ANAL YSIS TYPE 
GEOMETRY 
LOADING 
Fig. 5.18 
ELLIPTIC MEMBRANE 
NAFEMS report CI 
Linear elastic 
2.0 1.25 
TEST No 
LEI 
(
X )2 + ( Y )2 = 
3.25 2 .75 
DATE / ISSUE 
1-7-86 / 1 
All dimensions in metre s 
Thickness = 0 .1 
Uniform outward pressure of 10MPa at outer edge BC 
Inner curved edge AD unloaded 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS Edge AB, symmetry about y axis, e.Q. zera x dl£placement 
Edge CO, symmetry about x axis, e.g. zero y dLsplacement 
MA TERIAL PROPERTIES 
ELEMENT TYPES 
MESHES 
Coarse 
\ 
! 
1.583 
1.165 0.453 
2.417 
Isotropic, E = 210 x 10:3 MPa, v = 0 .3 
Plane stress Quadrilaterals 
(Carner nodes only Qlven) 
1 
1.348 
t 
B 
Fine - App ~ox . halving of 
coar se mesh 
A-......... 
D C 
OUTPUT Tangential edge stress (0 yyJ at 0 TARGE T 92 .7 MPa 
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Table 5.3 Elliptic membrane test under circumferential 
distributed load (4-node elements) 
a at D a at C u at D 
yy yy x 
E 1 em e nts Coarse Fine Coarse Fine Coarse 
H40R 49.76 74.68 4.99 3.57 0.610 
H4LOC 59.69 81.23 8.10 8.88 0.223 
DP4 75.70 89.10 11 .90 2.57 -0.066 
H4COMI 58.29 80.17 12.10 2.74 0.054 
H4COM2 52.39 71 .46 6.01 5.60 0.181 
H4SF 49.62 69.29 12.11 4.43 0.640 
H4 I NT 1 60.83 81 .74 7.04 0.62 0.224 
H4 I NT 3 60.87 81 .76 7 .14 0.63 0.231 
H4ELA 62.23 83.93 6.55 0.18 0.229 
H4GEN 53.93 76.69 9.57 1.42 0.267 
DP4 I NT 65.26 82.94 5.51 0.43 0.228 
Th eo r y 92.66 -1.46 
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(10- 3 ) 
Fine 
0.879 
0.795 
0.662 
0.722 
0.778 
0.932 
0.797 
0.797 
0.539 
0.790 
0.797 
Table 5.4 Elliptic membrane test under circumferential 
distributed load (8-node elements) 
0- at D 0- at C 
x y 
E 1 em e nts Coarse Fine Coarse Fine 
H80R 86.57 90.35 -3.49 -1.72 
DP8 78.50 92.30 -7.78 -3 . 17 
H8COMI 88.14 91 . 60 - 6. 56 -1 .67 
H8COM2 70.66 90.54 -4.55 -1 .51 
H8SF 82.99 94.19 -5.08 -1 .71 
H8GT 88.82 88.80 - 3.52 -1.56 
H8CF 1 72.57 84.68 -2.63 -1 .40 
H8CF 2 75.75 86.60 -4.03 -1 .30 
H8 INTI 85.60 86.90 -3.72 -2.01 
H8 I NT2 89.89 92.99 -3.43 -1 .68 
H8 I NT3 90.86 93.35 -2.55 -1 .53 
H8ELA 77.88 85.55 -2.58 -0.58 
H8GEN 91.98 93.35 -4.52 -2.19 
Theory 92.66 -1.46 
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u at D (10- 3 ) 
x 
Coarse Fine 
1 . 133 1.040 
0.825 0.809 
1.017 1.055 
1 .369 1.026 
1 .218 1.033 
1.164 1.040 
1.264 1.062 
1.214 1.044 
0.932 1.010 
0.966 1.021 
0.945 1. 016 
0.897 0.995 
0.965 1.021 
5.6 THE NINE NODE ELEMENT 
Although the 8-noded element IS the most widely used In industry, 
recent results by Cook and Zhao-Hua (1982); Zienkiewicz and Taylor 
(1989) have shown that the 9-node displacement element IS much less 
sensitive to shape distortion, IS less susceptible to shear locking 
(Heppler and Hansen, 1986) and that the energy approximation converges 
faster in the case of Lagrangian polynomials (Stein and Ahmed, 1986). 
For the 9-node hybrid elements, only the tip displacement of the 
alternative stress selections and displacement formulation, In 
conditions of pure tension, shear, and bending are compared. The 
computed displacements (of a unit square in plane stress) are shown in 
Table 5.5. The loading are calculated in order to give a displacement of 
100 with material properties E=1.0, v=O. From which it is apparent that 
H9GT provides the best element. A 4x4 integration rule is used. H9C0M2 
was not satisfactory, this IS attributable to the presence of a zero 
energy deformation mode. In general as the number of P increases the 
elements becomes stiffer. H9COMI (19P) and displacement element DP9 are 
more rigid as given by the eigenvalues (Although the quality of K is 
-e 
not directly related to its trace, Cook and Abdullah, 1969). 
5.7 OTHER TESTS 
5.7.1 Application of the patch test 
In this section we consider an application of the patch test in the 
evaluation of finite element models. Originally based on engineering 
judgment, the patch test has been proven to be a mathematically valid 
convergence test. 
We follow the test proposed by Taylor et al. (1986), the test 
consists of considering a patch of finite elements containing at least 
one internal node. This is shown in Fig. 5.19 with nodal coordinates. 
The material IS linear, isotropic elastic with properties E=I000 and 
v=O.3. Analyses are conducted USIng the plane element and programs 
described III chapter 4. An arbitrary polynomial function whose first 
order derivatives are constant is assumed. The solution considered is 
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Table 5.5 Test of a one element 9-node quadrilateral 
~um ot the 
End shear Elements e i g e nvalues Pure tension Pure moment 
of Ke 
-
DP9 12.98 100.0 100.0 81.22 
H9COM1 1 1 .20 100.0 100.0 95.85 
H9SF 10.69 100.0 100.0 90.20 
H9GT 10.59 100.0 100.0 98.10 
H90R 10.47 100.0 100.0 91.10 
H9ED 10.85 100.0 100.0 95.47 
H8GT 1 0 .11 100.0 100.0 95.80 
DP8 ( 2x2) 19.55 100.0 100.0 83.04 
DP8 ( 3x3) 20.34 100.0 100.0 82.26 
100 
y 
4 
1 
Node 
X 
Y 
7 
8 
6 
5 
Fig. 5.19 Patch test 
for plane stress problem 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
0.0 2.0 2.0 0.0 0.4 1.4 
0.0 0.0 3.0 2.0 0.4 0.6 
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] 
2 
) 
x 
7 8 
1.5 0.3 
2.0 1.6 
u=O.OO2x 
v=-0.OO6y 
which produces zero stresses except cr =2. We use this function to 
x 
prescribe the displacement variables on all external nodes of the patch. 
The internal nodal values of the displacements and the stresses in each 
element are found from the finite element solution. The fonnulation 
converges provided that the patch test IS passed (i.e. the exact 
theoretical results are reproduced). The results are presented In 
Appendix III. 
5.7.2 Eigenvalue analysis 
5.7.2.1 Invariance 
Unless a local or intrinsic coordinate system In 
used, the 
. . Invanance 
resulting stiffness matrix 
IS checked for rotation 
will not be frame 
and translation, this 
computing the stiffness matrix with respect to global 
each element IS 
indifferent. The 
IS achieved by 
axes (x,y) and 
then rotated through an angle of 45° to its local system, and translated 
from its original position as shown in Fig. 5.20 as suggested by Punch 
(1984). An eigenvalue analysis IS conducted, for all elements. This 
eigenvalue should not change when the element is displaced and rotated 
In global coordinates; if they do, the element is not invariant (Cook, 
1974a). The summary of the results are shown in Tables of the Appendix 
III. The importance of invariance of the resulting stiffness matrix was 
proven by Spilker et al. (1981), by showing that the lack of this 
property can lead to spurious zero energy modes. 
5.7.2.2 Zero energy deformation. 
Another advantage of the eigenvalue analysis IS the possibility of 
finding the existence of any zero energy defonnation. Cook (1974) 
illustrates that an eigen-analysis of the element can be used as a check 
SInce zero eigenvalues 
configuration for testing 
and Singh, 1982). 
correspond 
stiffness 
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to zero 
rank IS 
energy modes. The 
a square element 
crucial 
(Spilker 
y 
fli 
X I 
Fig. 5.20 Elemen t configuration for 
investigation of coordinate invarionce 
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) 
x 
5.7.3 Locking phenomenon 
Computer solutions were made for the beam shown in Fig. 5.1 usmg 
Poison's ratio values 0.25 and 0.4999 for both cases of plane strain and 
plane stress under load case 2. The beam is modeled by 5 square elements 
for the 4-node case and 2 rectangle elements for 8- and 9-node case. The 
tip deflection is compared to the analytical result in Table 5.6 for the 
indicated elements. 
It can be seen from test results that the displacement elements 
lock when the material becomes incompressible (v approaches the value 
1/2). The hybrid elements are only slightly affected and give supenor 
results. Therefore, from the present limited tests it seems that they 
can be applied to problems with nearly incompressible material, and the 
phenomenon of locking will not occur. 
5.7.4 Effect of the order of numerical integration 
The effects of the numerical integration rule used are illustrated 
again using the problem of Fig. 5.1, for the case of 8-node elements. 
The convergence of the tip displacement and bending stress, normalised 
by the exact solution are plotted versus the distortion parameter and 
are shown in Figs. 5.21 and 5.22 respectively. Element DP8 with 3x3 
integration rule IS excessively stiff and yields a 60% error and 50% 
error for a distortion of D=8 for the tip displacement and bending 
stress respectively. The 2x2 Gauss rule with the displacement model 
element is enormously improved but it should be remembered that it will 
produce an element stiffness with 1 spurious zero energy mode. For the 
hybrid element the results of H80R are unchanged and as pointed by 
Spilker et al. (1981), the effect is negligible for an order ~3. Thus, 
the 3x3 Gauss rule has been used for the evaluation of element matrices 
of 8-node elements and is justified. 
From the numerical compansons, it IS observed that the results 
from H4ELA and H8ELA are comparable to the best hybrid elements 
developed before. In general but not on every occasion, hybrid elements 
show a considerable Improvement In accuracy over displacement element 
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Table 5.6 Tip deflection of a cantilever beam under 
pure shear with different Poisson's ratio 
Deflection at point A 
Plan est ress P lane stress Plane stram 
Elements v=0.25 v=0.4999 v=O .25 
DP4 68.35 60.58 67.15 
H40R 99.03 98.93 99.34 
DP8 99.67 99.07 99.84 
H8GT 102.74 102.43 101.73 
DP9 97.49 97.09 97.78 
H9GT 99.90 100.04 101.08 
Theory 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Plane stram 
v=O.4999 
3.97 
113.37 
Locks 
106.55 
78.97 
95.71 
100.00 
Most of the 4-node hybrid elements reduce to the same stress 
distribution for rectangular shape and therefore give the same results. 
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Fig. 5.21 Normalised tip displacement 
for element cantilever under pure moment 
and the effect of numerical integration 
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Fig. 5.22 Normalised bending stress for 
the cantilever under pure moment load 
and the effect of numerical integration 
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solutions. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
6.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis has discussed displacement models III the finite element 
fonnulation and has presented the basis for the hybrid models by 
different variational principles. In the latter case the formulation has 
evolved from the exact and a priori satisfaction of stress equilibrium 
conditions to the a posteriori introduction of constraint equations. 
These equations III general only imply the satisfaction of equilibrium 
conditions III an integral sense. Hybrid elements are based on 
multivariable assumptions and when these variables III an element are 
well matched, the behaviour of the element will be improved. The thesis 
outlines a set of selections of stress parameters for hybrid finite 
elements. Thus, the present study has dealt with alternative hybrid 
elements for 4-, 8- and 9-node isoparametric plane quadrilaterals. The 
principal objective has been the development and evaluation of elements 
which are invariant, possess an element stiffness of correct rank, and 
are convergent and have an increased element accuracy. 
6.1.1 On the theoretical description of elements 
6.1.1.1 Cartesian coordinates 
The earliest formulation of the assumed stress hybrid element was 
based on the modified complementary energy principle, where a stress 
field having near mIlllmum stress parameters and satisfying exactly the 
equilibrium equations was used. This is the case with H40R, H80R and 
H90R, however invariance is generally not achieved. These elements can 
be made invariant by formulating the element properties III a local 
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coordinate system, this IS the case with H4LOC. Other possibilities of 
selecting the stress parameters and usmg the same variational principle 
is by using complete polynomials for all stress components and requmng 
the satisfaction of the compatibility equations (in addition to 
equilibrium equations) to reduce partially the large number of stress 
parameters. This leads to H4COM1, H8COM1 and H9COMl. The resulting 
element stiffness was found to be of correct rank, and invariant under 
arbitrary element translation and rotation. Also, m the same category 
the stress polynomials can be selected to 
the strain polynomials obtained from the 
application of the compatibility equation. 
designated by H4C0M2, H8C0M2 and H9C0M2. 
correspond approximately to 
displacement field and the 
The elements obtained are 
These elements are found to be 
not necessarily of correct rank. An alternative was to assume stresses 
which satisfy the biharmonic equation using Airy's stress function, this 
leads to the case of H4SF, H8SF and H9SF. 
Another method of proceeding IS to choose the stress modes 
according to strain modes m order to eliminate any rank deficiency. 
This is the basic idea of H9ED. Using the same philosophy a useful 
method can be based on symmetry group theory producing element 
stiffnesses which are stable as in H8GT and H9GT. Some of these elements 
are not naturally invariant. 
6.1.1.2 Natural coordinates 
It is believed that in order to have a naturally invariant element, 
and to mcrease the accuracy, intrinsic coordinates should be used. This 
leads to the use of another variational principle, namely the 
Hellinger-Reissner principle and also the relaxation of the satisfaction 
of equilibrium equations within the element a priori. Thus, based on a 
modified Hellinger-Reissner principle, element stiffness matrices from 
hybrid finite elements have been formulated by expanding the global 
stress components usmg complete polynomials m terms of natural 
coordinates and by incorporating the stress equilibrium equations 
through the introduction of internal displacement parameters as Lagrange 
multipliers. The selection of such functions IS based on the fact that 
the total displacements and the assumed stresses should be complete with 
the corresponding strains being the same order as the stresses. Thus, 
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the choice of assumed stresses are consistent to the assumed 
displacements in the fonnulation of element stiffness matrices. 
To obtain the constraint equations for the stresses, the work done 
by the higher order stresses on the nonconfonning strains over the 
volume IS set to zero. Then, the dependent stress parameters can be 
eliminated at the element level and the number of independent stress 
. . . 
parameters IS a mInImum or near a minimum. This is the case with H4INTl 
and H8INTl. However, if we consider the vanishing of the same virtual 
work along the element boundary, this leads to H8INT2 and for the 4-node 
element H4INT1 IS once more obtained. In the latter approach, if the 
incompatible displacements also satisfy the constant strain patch test, 
the resulting elements are denoted H4INT3 and H8INT3. The ranks of the 
element stiffness matrices are found to be sufficient and the elements 
are invariant. 
Alternatively, using the Hellinger- Reissner principle and a tensor 
fonnulation of the plane elasticity equations, the components of tensor 
natural stresses are initially interpolated In terms of the natural 
coordinates and then transformed to cartesian stresses 
second order tensor transfonnation. These elements do 
satisfy equilibrium equations, either before or after the 
the variational principle. This IS the basis of H8CFl and 
elements are invariant and of correct rank. 
according to 
not In general 
application of 
H8CF2. These 
A new fonnulation IS presented for a general quadrilateral shape. 
The fonnulation uses the original elements and defines the components of 
the stresses relative to the natural coordinates and then transfonns 
them to the global coordinates by assuming the equilibrium equations in 
infinitesimal theory of elasticity. Internal degrees of freedom are not 
required for this procedure. The proposed method of formulation can be 
applied without difficulty to higher order elements In a similar fashion 
and results generally In invariant elements, which can be modified to 
pass the patch test. This is the case with H4ELA and H8ELA. These 
elements are based on the Hellinger-Reissner principle and can have an 
efficient fonnulation and computer implementation. 
Finally, a more general hybrid element was described based upon a 
general variational principle. Additional variables have been introduced 
into the finite element fonnulation for the purpose of efficiency and 
flexibility where it IS no longer necessary to eliminate the internal 
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degrees of freedom. There 
inversion. This IS the case 
IS also the possibility of avoiding matrix 
for the 4 node element but may not in 
general be true for higher order elements. 
It IS concluded that considerable success can be achieved In 
approaches where equilibrium constraints are relaxed. The suggested 
formulation can be viewed as an alternative approach for developing and 
improving the accuracy of the elements. Variational methods with 
Lagrange multipliers can provide a versatile tool for finite element 
development, greater flexibility In the formulation of elements and the 
relaxation of vanous requirements and additional variables can be 
introduced into finite element formulation. Also, natural coordinates 
have proven to be particularly attractive because of their inherent 
symmetry with respect to the element. 
6.1.2 On element performance 
In general, the optimum element may have to be determined from case 
to case. However results from the numerical tests indicate that 
generally hybrid finite elements give better results compared with 
displacement elements and for most of the cases considered, elements 
H41NT3 and H81NT3 are considered to be the best elements for 4- and 
8-node quadrilaterals respectively, often yielding the most accurate 
solutions for both stresses and displacements. Also, H41NT1, H81NT1 and 
H81NT2 yield results which are essentially identical to H4INT3 and 
H81NT3 for some problems. For the cases considered these elements show 
good convergence, less sensitivity to distortion from regular geometries 
and good intra-element stress distributions. It can be concluded that, 
when incompatible displacements also satisfy the constant strain patch 
test the resulting elements will provide the most accurate solutions. 
This result supports the findings of Pian and Wu (1988). However these 
elements are not simple to formulate and the assumed stresses cannot be 
given in explicit form. 
The new formulation proposed matches these elements in most cases. 
The numerical study suggests that the new formulation proposed has been 
found to be satisfactory and thus provides a good alternative. It should 
be remembered that this new technique has been used to transform the 
original elements H40R and H80R and of course it is not limited to these 
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particular elements. For example, the technique could be used with the 
13-stress parameter element H8GT to achieve invariance and a probable 
. . Increase In accuracy. 
The elements involving curvilinear component formulations H8CFl and 
H8CF2 are found to be not very reliable under extreme geometric 
distortion. H4GEN and H8GEN showed good performance in most cases and in 
particualr the cantilever beam and the elliptic membrane respectively. 
Elements USIng cartesian coordinates are now considered. In a 
general context, invariant elements are more suitable for general 
purposes. The numerical results suggest that stress interpolations based 
on complete polynomials subjected to equilibrium and appropriate 
compatibility relations yield the most consistent improved performance 
particularly In terms of stress predictions. This IS particularly 
evident when the element is used In a more general shape as In the 
elliptic problem. However In some cases the original elements H40R and 
H80R may yield slightly better accuracy (e.g. cantilever beam under pure 
moment loading). However it should be remembered that H40R and H80R are 
not invariant. The elements H4C0M2, H8C0M2 and H9COM2 where the stress 
components are based on displacement interpolation appear to give poor 
results for most problems, this IS particularly evident In the case of 
the distortion study. The H4LOC quadrilateral membrane produces improved 
numerical results compared with H40R. This shows the influence of the 
invariance on the numerical results. 
The technique of symmetry group theory and Airy's stress function 
as applied to the hybrid stress method not only provide a way of 
deriving stress parameters but also in general provide good performance 
as shown by numerical results of H8GT, H9GT and H8SF, H9SF. The same 
could be concluded for the element H9ED although the number of stress 
parameters is not a minimum. 
For the 9-node element., from the preliminary testing, H9GT seems to 
be the most appropriate. 
The displacement element DP4 often gIves poor results and an 
inaccurate stress distribution within the elements. It can be seen In 
this case of conventional displacement element, DP4 provides a lower 
bound to the strain energy of a body under applied loading. In the case 
of DP8 good numerical results are achieved, however it should be 
remembered that reduced integration is used and that this element does 
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not have the properties 
DP4INT which requires 
identical to hybrid elements. 
of conventional displacement element. 
static condensation, the performance 
Also for 
IS almost 
6.1.3 Additional features of the elements 
Usually the finite element technique IS applied to a problem whose 
exact solution IS not known. Consequently, the property of convergence 
is extremely desirable in the elements that are used. Thus, a patch test 
was used to check convergence for all elements. 
Eigenvalue analysis was used to check for stiffness invariance and 
for the detection of any possible rank deficiency of the element 
stiffness matrix. The absence of invariance, convergence and full rank 
can sometimes lead to unreliable results, in the authors view. 
Identification of optimal sampling points for hybrid finite 
elements have been presented through numerical examples. These optimal 
sampling points correspond to the lxI, and 2x2 Gauss stations for the 
4-node and 8-node plane isoparametric elements respectively. The optimal 
points for hybrid stress elements are identical to those for the 
analogous assumed displacement elements. However, an additional feature 
of the hybrid stress element IS that it will yield better overall 
intra-element stress distributions than their counterpart assumed 
displacement element. It 
optimal points (Barlow, 
IS prudent 
1989) to 
to sample 
yield the 
output stresses at the 
best results for stress 
components in which pointwise distributions are less accurate. 
Comparisons of element performance including behaviour for nearly 
incompressible materials 
element response have 
reduced integration have 
element and also the 
and the effect of reduced integration on the 
been shown. For the 8-node hybrid elements, 
less effect than 
hybrid elements 
on the 8-node 
tested show no 
deterioration as incompressibility IS approached. In 
displacement 
SIgns of 
general, 
displacement elements are not suitable for nearly incompressible 
material problems. 
IS an 
principle 
increased 
analytical 
The only notable disadvantage of hybrid models 
amount of computation. It should be noted that In 
evaluation of the integrals may be possible SInce no l/IJI terms appear 
for calculating K, In H or G. However, there are alternate methods 
- e 
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Spilker et al. (1981), Rubinstein et al. (1983). Another possibility IS 
the proposed block method which is based upon an elimination strategy as 
opposed to the explicit inversion (Irons, 1984; Chieslar and Ghali, 
1988). Thus, excessive computation could be kept under control. 
In summary of the preceding remarks, most of the elements studied 
have been found reliable. The hybrid finite element procedure can 
provide a good alternative, by first giving better intra-element stress 
distributions and secondly the accuracy IS significantly higher, for the 
same order of approximation used when compared with conventional 
compatible models and in many cases they can be used to deal with nearly 
incompressible material problems. Clearly, some finite element models 
can be classified better than others. The reason lies in the choice of 
polynomial expansions for the field functions within the elements. 
6.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Several points deserve further study. The 9-node quadrilateral 
hybrid element has only been introduced here, but full numerical testing 
is needed to ascertain the best stress selections. Also, it is suggested 
that the extension to other kinds of elasticity problems (plate bending, 
three dimensions) is possible using the new formulation presented here. 
Only one 8-node general hybrid element H8GEN was extended from the 
4-node case of Wanji and Cheung (1987). This is not necessarily the most 
efficient, and it would be worthwhile to explore further application of 
their method. Different hybrid elements can be established through 
different choices of F., p. and M.. This different interpolations are 
1 1 1 
interrelated and the criteria of their choices was described earlier. 
All the elements described III this thesis have translational 
degrees of freedom. Another improvement which could be considered is the 
use of elements that also possess rotational degrees of freedom. This 
was suggested by Cook (1987); MacNeal and Harder (1988) and Yunus, 
Seigal and Cook (1989). 
The computer programs for displacement elements and the different 
hybrid elements can be unified (Cheung and Wanji, 1989; Chieslar and 
Ghali, 1988) and extended to the solution of problems including effects 
such as cracks and explicit enforcement of traction free conditions 
which are one of the advantages of using hybrid finite element method 
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(Rhee and Atluri, 1982; Tong, 1984). 
It would also be worthwhile 
incompatible 
(Bergan and 
modes concept, 
Fellipa, 1985) 
reduced 
to the 
to identify the relationship of the 
integration and other formulations 
hybrid methods. There is some 
suggestion that a relationship exists (Pian and Tong, 1986; Shimodaira, 
1985). If such a relationship were established, the recovery of 
additional information would be possible. 
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APPENDIX I 
The stress selection for the 9-node square element 
using symmetry group theory 
Punch (1984) has used symmetry group theory for obtaining stress 
selections for 4- and 8-node square elements and obtained a mInImUm 
number of stress parameters and ensured stability. Here we will apply 
this technique to the 9-node element. 
The concepts of the theory of groups are presented therein and the 
same notation and development is followed. In summary a 2x2 square 
element has eight symmetry transformations which can be demonstrated to 
form a group (G) and are divided into 5 conjugacy classes and these 
transformations operate on polynomial subspaces III accordance with 5 
irreducible representations r. (i=I, ..... 5). The rum IS the 
1 
decomposition of the assumed displacement and stress fields of the 
hybrid stress formulation into subspaces invariant under (G). These 
subspaces are mapped onto r by perpendicular projection operators, to 
produce irreducible invariant subspaces. The orthogonality properties of 
these fundamental quantities can consequently be exploited III the 
selection of stable invariant elements. 
With reference to a 9-node element, the biquadratic displacement 
space and a complete equilibrated quartic stress space are decomposed, 
after initial rearrangement into irreducible invariant displacement and 
stress subspaces respectively under the symmetry group operations. These 
displacements, gIve nse to 15 strain subspaces and the associated 25 
stress subspaces are presented below. 
The assumed displacement field for this element, III dyadic 
notation, u= uX + vY, and can be written as: 
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9 
U = L. N. <:k 
i = 1 1-
-(1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
- ,x,y,x ,Xy,y ,X y,xy ,X y ) X + 
(1 2 2 2 2 2 2 ,X,y,X ,xy,y ,X y,xy ,X y ) Y 
and its 9 invariant subspaces under (G) are listed as follows 
~(I)= (X,Y) 
l!(2)= (xX,yY) 
l!(3)= (yX,xY) 
l!(4)= (xyX,xyY) 
u(5)= (X2X,y2y) 
U(6)= (y2X,x2y) 
u(7)= (x2yX,xy2y) 
U(8)= (xy2X,x2yY) 
u(9)= (x2y2X,x2y2y) 
Applying the procedure of projections of 
spanned by r.. The corresponding strain spaces are 
( i ) U onto subspaces 
1 
the invariant gradient operator. 
D= X a/ax + Y a/ay 
The decomposition of the strain 
symmetrical subspaces, with coefficients 
fonn: 
space 
Jl., 
1 
~ l 2 :: ] r: £(1) = ~ [ 1 £(2) = ~ [ y 1 -I 1 -I 2 0 2xy 
-: l 2 Ox' ] r· £(1) = ~ [ 1 £(2) = ~ [ y 2' -2 3 -2 4 0 0 
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obtained by means of 
into irreducible 
are found to be 
invariant 
of the 
(1.1) 
r : £(l) = 
3 -3 ~5[ ~ : l ~!2) [ 2 2 = 4xy x +y ] Jl6 2 2 
x +y 4xy 
r : £(1) ,,[ 4xy 
4 -4 - t"'7 2 2 
x -y 
r. c(l) 
5· ~5 
£(2) II [x 
-5 = t"'10 0 
£(3) ,,[ 0 
-5 = t"'12 Y 
(4) [ 2xy 
£ - Jl 
-5 14 2 
x Y 
x
2
_/] 
-4xy 
: ] + ~9 [: ~] 
:] + ~1I [ : : ] 
: ] + ~13 [ : : ] 
x/ ] 
2x
2
y 
2 
In a two dimensional 9 node element with 18 degrees of freedom and 
3 rigid body modes, there should be precisely (18-3=15) strain modes, as 
above. 
Having 
stress field, 
25-parameter 
dyadically: 
accounted for 
IS conducted 
equilibrated 
the derived strain field, its counterpart, the 
III an analogous fashion. A complete 
quartic stress distribution IS assumed 
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~ _~ x-~ y_~ x 2 /2_ XY 
7 6 2 1 2 
2~ xy - ~ y 212 _ ~ x 3 /3 _ 8 9 1 8 
3 ~ x 2 y _ ~ x y 2 - ~ / 13-
13 15 16 
~ 5x4/4-4~ x 3 y_ 
2 19 
3 ~ x 2 y 2 12 _ 2 ~ x y 3 13-
21 22 
~23y4/4 
0= 
SYMM. ~ +~ x+~ y+~2 x +~ xy YY 4 5 6 11 12 
~ y2+~ X3+~ x 2 y+ 
8 1 4 1 8 
3~ Xy2+~ y3 13 +~ x4+ 
13 15 20 
~ x3y+6~ X2y2+~ x/+ 
25 19 21 
~22y4/6 
and IS perceived to have 24 invariant subspace under the transformation 
(G) 
O(I)=(XX,YY) 
0(2)=( xXX,y YY) 
(6) 2 2 q =(x XX,y YY) 
q(7)=(xyXX,xyYY) 
(8) 2 2 q =(y XX,X YY) 
q(9)=(X2XY,y2XY) 
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1'T(13 ) ( 2XX 2 YY) ~ = xy ,X y 
<!(14) =(y3XX,x3yy) 
<!(15) =(X3XY,y3XY) 
<!(16) =(X 2 Y XY ,xy2XY) 
<!(17) =(X 4XX,y 4yy) 
<!(18) =(y 4XX,X 4yy) 
<!(19) =(X 4XY,y 4XY) 
0(20) =(X3yXX,Xy3yy) 
(21 ) 3 3 
<! =(xy XX,X y YY) 
(23) 3 3 
<! =(X yXY,xy XY) 
These subspaces are mapped onto r. by 
1 
projection 
resulting number of irreducible invariant stress tensors reduces to: 
~1 [ : : } 2 r: 0(1)= 0(2)= ~2 [-:xy -2xy 1 1 -1 -1 2 . Y 
~3[ :2 :2} 
4 
:4 ] 0(3) = 0(4)= ~ [ y -1 -1 4 0 
2 2 2 3 3 
0(5)= [ x +6x y -4xy -4x y ] ~5 3 3 4 2 2 -1 
-4xy -4x y y +6x y 
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operators, the 
[4 2 2 
-x +6x Y 
P9 3 3 
4x y-4xy 
3 3 
4x y-4xy ] 
4 2 2 
y -6x y 
x 2 +y2 ] 
- 2xy 
4 4 
x +; ]; 
-4x y 
3 
(4) [-2X y (J - P 
-3 13 2 2 
3x y 
x
2 
-l] 
- 2xy • 
3 
(2) [ 4xy (J - P 
-4 15 4 4 
x -y 
- PI 6 [x -Y] + PI 7 [0 -x] 
-y 0 -x y 
-~18[: : ] + ~19[: : ] 
3 
(J(3)= P [x 
-5 20 2 
-3x y 
(J(4)= A [_3x
y2 
-5 P22 3 
y 
-3/: ] 
3xy 
y 3 ] + P
23 
[ °3 x 3
2 
] 
o x - 3x y 
:]+~25[: :3] 
(I.2) 
The 
15=(18-3) 
strains of 
optimality criterion s=(d-r) dictates the selection of only 
stress parameters to complement the 15 strain fundamental 
(1.1). However, selections cannot be made arbitrarily due to 
the stability requirement, and it is necessary to compute the G matrix 
eq. (2.39) to provide guidance in this respect. 
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r £ £ 1 -1 -1 
(1) (2) 
a ( 1) 8 8/3 
- 1 
(1) (2) (1) (2) r £ £ 2 -2 -2 r £ £ 3 -3 -3 
a (2) 8/3 - 8/3 
- 1 
a(l) 8 8/3 
-2 
a(1 ) 8 0 
-3 
a (3) 8/3 8/5 
- 1 
a(2) 8/3 8/5 
-2 
a(2) 16/3 -64/9 
-3 
a (4) 104115 -8115 
- 1 
a(3 ) 8/5 8/7 
-2 
a(3 ) 16/5 - 64/21 
-3 
a (5) 8/5 8/7 
- 1 
a( 4) 56/15 8/3 
-2 
a( 4) 8/3 - 16/15 
-3 
r £(1) £(2) £ (3) £(4) 
5 -5 -5 -5 -5 
a( 1) 0 -8/3 4/3 0 - 8 /3 0 0 0 
-5 
-8/3 0 0 4/3 0 -8/3 0 0 
a(2) 
-5 
8/3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 8/3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
r £ (1) 
4 -4 
a(3 ) 0 0 4/5 0 8/3 0 -16115 0 
-5 0 0 0 4/5 0 -8/3 0 -16115 
a( 1) 128115 
-4 
a( 4) 0 8/5 -4/3 0 8/5 0 -32/15 0 
-5 
8/5 0 0 -4/3 0 8/5 0 -32115 
a(2) 10241105 
-4 
8/5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a(5) 
-5 
0 8/5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
From the inspection of the non zero blocks of the <], the choices 
gIVIng the desired 15 parameter stress field from the stresses of (1.2) 
for the 9-noded plane element are: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(3) 
Include a(1) a(l) a(1) a(1) a(2) 
-1 ' -2 ' -3 ' -5 ' -5 ' 
Choose any of one of qi2), qi3), 
Choose any of one of q;2), q;3), 
Choose any of one of a(2), 
-3 
(4) Choose any of one of a(l), 
-4 
( 11 parameter). 
Although different choices are possible for a IS-parameter stress 
field, it IS desirable that constant and lower order stress tenns are 
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included, this reduces the number of options substantially. 
An assessment of the best one, under simple loadings was made to 
determine the most suitable choice and this led to the distribution 
given in chapter 4 by H9GT. 
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APPENDRIX II 
Elasticity solutions for test problems 
A2.1 Cantilever beam 
The analytical solution for the cantilever problem (Fig. 5.1) is: 
Pure moment 
Pure shear 
M 
°x= 1 y; 
M L2 
W = - 2E I 
w 
P L3 
---+ 
3£ I 
(4+5\1) P L 
2 £ H 
Where L and H are the beam span and height, respectively. P the applied 
shear load and 
I = 1/12 H3. 
£=E 
= E/(l-v2) 
-
v = v 
= v/(I-v) 
A2.2 Circular beam 
for plane stress 
for plane strain 
for plane stress 
for plane strain 
The solution for the clamped circular beam under pure bending (Fig. 
5.12) is given in polar components as: 
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2 2 4M a b b 2M 2 2 
0"= - - - Ln - - - (b -a )(1+2Ln r) 
r N r2 a N 
2M 2 2 2 2 
+ - [b -a + 2(b Ln b-a Ln a)] 
N 
+ 2M [b2_a 2+ 2(b2Ln b-a2Ln a)] 
N 
2 2 2 2 b 2 
with N= (b -a) - 4a b (Ln -) 
a 
l+v 
-
r 
M 2 2 2 2 } +2( I-v) r N [b -a + 2(b Ln b-a Ln a)] . 
A2.3 Circular disk loaded in diametrical compression 
The stresses at the centre of the disk (Fig. 5.18) are given as: 
0" =0. 
xy 
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Elements 
H40R 
H4LOC 
DP4 
H4COMI 
H4COM2 
H4SF 
H4INTl 
H4INT3 
H4ELA 
H4GEN 
DP4INT 
Variational 
principle 
TImc 
TImc 
TIp 
TImc 
TImc 
TImc 
TIR 
TIR 
nR 
IlC, 
TIp 
- -
Assumed field 
cr=P(x,y) ~ 
uq=N q 
cr=P(xl,yl) ~ 
uq=N q 
uq=N q 
cr=P(x,y) ~ 
uq=N q 
cr=P(x,y) ~ 
uQ=N q 
cr=P(x,y) ~ 
uq=N q 
cr=P(~,T1) ~ 
uq=N q 
u).. =M ).. 
cr=P(~,T1) ~ 
uq=N q 
u).. =M* ).. 
't=P(~.T1) ~ 
uq=N q 
~[TR1't 
cr=P(~,T1) ~ 
(J\ =P(~,T1) ~1 
uq=N q 
u).. =M ).. 
E=F/I11 a 
uq=N q 
Table A3.1 Summary of the four noded elements 
Number of ~ lnvariance Zero energy Patch test Description 
deformation 
5 l\D 1 zero energy YES Pian (1964) 
deformation First assumed stress hybrid element with the global 
for a x,y axes as reference 
rectangular 
element 
rotated to the 
element 
diagonal and 2 
for a square 
element if 
rotated at 45 
5 YES m YES Cook (1974) 
Formed from H40R by adopting a local coordinate 
system xl.yl 
- YES m YES Basic bilinear assumed displacement element 
7 YES m YES Spilker( 1981) 
Complete polynomials are first u sed for the stress 
field and then reduced using equilibrium equations 
5 YES m YES Spilker( 1982) 
Stresses are derived from displacement assumption 
5 YES m YES lirousek (1989) 
Theory of complex variables is applied to the 
biharmonic equation for the generation of the 
assumed stress expressions 
5 YES m YES Pian (1984), Zhao (1986) 
Complete polynomials in natural coordinates are 
used in the stress assumption and then reduced by 
invoking the internal displacement 
5 YES m YES Pian (1988) 
The same procedure as H4INTI with internal 
displacement satisfying a convergence criterion 
5 YES m YES New development 
. YES m YES Wanji and Cheung (1987) 
A more general hybrid element 
- YES m YES Taylor (1976), LUSAS 
Element DP4 augmented by fouT_incompatlble modes 
'J). 
c: 
9 
9 
~ > 
t< ~ 
o ~ 
....,tr:l 
..... Z 
=- 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ;-= 9 ~ 
~ 
= tt 
Table A3.2 Summary of the 8 noded elements 
Elements Variational Interpolation Number of 13 Invariance Zero energy Patch test Description 
jJrincijlle functions modes 
H80R TImc cr=P(x,y) 13 14 N) i\O YES Henshell (1973) 
ua=N q Trial and error 
DP8 TIp uq=N q - YES 1 Zero energy YES Biquadratic Serendipity displacement 
incompatible element 
mode 
H8COMI TImc cr=P(x,y) 13 15 YES N) YES Spilker (1981) 
uq=N q Complete cubic polynomials are first used 
for the stress, then equations of 
equilibrium and compatibility are used to 
reduce the number of stress parameters 
H8COM2 TImc cr=P(x,y) 13 13 N) 1 Zero energy YES Spilker (1982) 
uq=N q mode Assumed displacements are used as a 
I guideline for the assumed s tre s s 
distribution 
H8SF TImc cr=P(x,y) 13 13 YES i\O YES Jirousek (1989) 
uq=N q Based on the solution of the biharmonic 
eauation using complex variables 
H8GT TImc cr=P(x,y) 13 13 N) i\O YES Punch( 1984) 
uQ=Nq Symmetry group theory 
-tv 
-.] 
H8CFl TIR 't=P(I;,T\) 13 13 YES i\O YES Pian (1984,1986) 
uq=N q Stresses are written as functions of the 
o=J o Jo't undistorted local system 'tij, then a 
coordinate transformation is performed 
according to second order tensor 
transformation 
H8CF2 DR 't=P(I;,ll) 13 13 YES i\D YES The same as H8CFI with another treatment 
uq=N q for patch test 
0= crc +J J 'th 
H8INTI TIR cr=P(~,T1) ~ 14 YES i\O YES Pian ( 1984) 
uq=N q Extended to the 8 node by the author from 4 
uA.=N A 
noded element 
H8INT2 TIR cr=P(~,T1) ~ 14 YES i\O YES Pian ( 1988) 
uq=N q Extended to the 8 node by the author from 4 
uA.=M A 
noded element 
H8INT3 I1R cr=P(~,T1) ~ 14 YES NJ YES Pian (1988) 
uq=N q Extended to the 8 node by the au thor from 
* * 
4 noded element 
u A.=M A 
H8ELA DR 't=P(I;,ll) 13 14 YES i\O YES New development 
uq=N q 
cr=(TR)~ 
118GEN llG cr=P(I;.ll) 13 YES N:) YES Wanji and Cheung (I 'JH7) -crl=Pl(l;.ll) 131 Extended to the X node by the author from 
uq=N q 4 noded element 
uA. =M A. 
£=F/ill a 
- ----- --- -
I--' 
tv 
00 
Elements 
H90R 
DP9 
H9COMI 
H9COM2 
H9SF 
H9GT 
Variational 
~rinciple 
TImc 
TIp 
TImc 
TImc 
TImc 
TImc 
Interpolation 
functions 
cr=P(x,y) ~ 
ua=N q 
uq=N q 
cr=P(x,y) ~ 
uq=N q 
cr=P(x,y) ~ 
uq=N q 
cr=P(x,y) ~ 
uq=N q 
cr=P(x,y) ~ 
ua=N q 
Table A3.3 Summary of the 9 noded elements 
Number of ~ Invariance Zero energy Patch test Description 
modes 
17 NJ NJ YES Trial and error 
YES NJ YES Biquadratic Lagrangian displacement 
element 
19 YES NJ YES Spilker (1981 ) 
Complete cubic polynomials are first used 
for the stress, then equations of 
equ i librium and compatibility are used to 
reduce the number of stress parameters 
15 NJ 1 Zero energy YES Spilker (1982) 
mode Assumed displacements are used as a 
guideline for the assumed stress 
distribution 
15 YES I'D YES lirousek ( 1989) 
Based on the solution of the biharmonic 
equation using complex variables 
15 NJ I'D YES Pu nch( 1984) 
--
- '-- -----
Sy~metry _ group theory , 
APPENDIX IV 
C 
C FOUR NODE QUADRILATERAL HYBRID ELEMENT 
C ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR ELEMENT H4ELA 
C 
SUBROUTINE STIFFK(L,KE,XCOORD,YCOORD,LNODES,MATFLG,DATMAT) 
C 
C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE STIFFNESS MATRIX OF THE ELEMENT 
C 
DIMENSION H(5,5) 
DIMENSION IH(5,5) 
DIMENSION KE(S,S) 
DIMENSION IHE(5,8) 
REAL IH, IHE, KE 
COMMON/CEQ/ E(5,8) 
DIMENSION XCOORD(50),YCOORD(50),LNODES(30,4),MATFLG(30), 
1 DATMAT(5,3) 
C---------------------------------------------------------------------
CALL FLEX(L,H,XCOORD,YCOORD,LNODES,MATFLG,DATMAT) 
CALL INVH(L,IH,H) 
CALL EQUI(L,LNODES,XCOORD,YCOORD) 
DO 30 1=1,5 
DO 20 J=1,8 
IHE(I,J)=O. 
DO 10 LJ=1,5 
10 IHE(I,J)=IHE(I,J)+IH(I,LJ)*E(LJ,J) 
20 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 
DO 60 1=1,8 
DO 50 J=1,8 
KE(I,J)=O. 
DO 40 LJ=1,5 
40 KE(I,J)=KE(I,J)+E(LJ,I)*IHE(LJ,J) 
50 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE C-------------------------------------------------------------------------
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FLEX (L,H,XCOORD,YCOORD,LNODES,MATFLG, DATMAT) 
C 
C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE FLEXIBILITY MATRIX 
C 
DIMENSION GP(4,4),WT(4,4) 
DIMENSION P(3,5) 
DIMENSION NP(3,5) 
REAL NP 
COMMON/ELV/ JAC,JACINV(2,2),PHI(4),DPHDXI(4),DPHDET(4), 
1 DPHDX(4),DPHDY(4) 
REAL JAC, JACINV 
DIMENSION H(5,5) 
DIMENSION XCOORD(50),YCOORD(50),LNODES(30,4),MATFLG(30), 
1 DATMAT(5,3) 
DIMENSION XS(4),YS(4),XE(4),YE(4) C------------------------------------------------------------------------
C--------------------------INITIALIZE THE ELEMENT FLEXIBILITY MATRIX 
DO 10 1=1,5 
DO 10 J=1,5 
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10 H(I,J)=O.O 
KGASP=O 
CALL COORDS(L,LNODES,XCOORD,YCOORD,XS,YS) 
DO 11 1=1,4 
XE(I)=XS(I)-XS(I) 
YE(I)=YS(I)-YS(I) 
11 CONTINUE 
C-------------------------ENTER LOOPS FOR AREA NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
CALL GAUSS(GP,WT,2) 
DO 40 IGAUS=l,NINT 
DO 40 JGAUS=I,NINT 
KGASP=KGASP+1 
XI=GP(NINT,IGAUS) 
ETA=GP(NINT,JGAUS) 
CALL ANGLE(XI,ETA,CS1,SCl,CS2,SC2,L,XCOORD,YCooRD,LNODES) 
C-------------------------EVALUATE SHAPE FUNCTIONS,ELEMENTAL VOLUME,ETC 
CALL SHP4Q(XI,ETA,XE,YE,L) 
WGT=JAC*WT(NINT, IGAUS) *WT(NINT,JGAUS) 
C-------------------------EVALUATE THE FLEXIBILITY MATRIX 
CALL SHASIG(P,XI,ETA,L,XCooRD,YCOORD,LNODES,CSl,SCl, 
1 CS2,SC2) 
CALL PRODU2(L,XI,ETA,NP,XCooRD,YCOORD,LNODES,MATFLG,DATMAT, 
1 CSl,SCl,CS2,SC2) 
DO 30 1=1,5 
DO 30 J=I,5 
DO 30 K=I,3 
30 H(I,J)=H(I,J)+P(K,I)*NP(K,J)*WGT 
40 CONTINUE 
C-------------------------FOR THE SYMMETRY 
DO 60 1=1,5 
DO 60 J=I,5 
60 H(J,I)=H(I,J) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE EQUI(IELNO,LNODES,XCOORD,YCOORD) 
C 
C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE EQUILIBRIUM MATRIX 
C 
DIMENSION GP(4,4),WT(4,4) 
DIMENSION P(3,5) 
COMMON/ELV/ JAC,JACINV(2,2),PHI(4),DPHDXI(4),DPHDET(4), 
1 DPHDX(4),DPHDY(4) 
REAL JACINV, JAC 
COMMON/CEQ/ E(5,8) 
DIMENSION B(3,8) 
DIMENSION XX(4),YY(4),XE(4),YE(4) 
DIMENSION XCOORD(50),YCooRD(50),LNODES(30,4),MATFLG(30), 
1 DATMAT(5,3) C------------------------------------------------------------------------
C--------------------------INITIALIZE THE MATRICES 
DO 10 1=1,5 
DO 10 J=1,8 
10 E(I,J)=O.O 
DO 4 1=1,3 
DO 4 J=I,8 
4 B(I,J)=O.O 
KGASP=O 
CALL COORDS(IELNO,LNODES,XCooRD,YCooRD,XX,YY) 
DO 15 1=1,4 
XE(I)=XX(I)-XX(I) 
YE(I)=YY(I)-YY(I) 
15 CONTINUE 
C-------------------------ENTER LOOPS FOR AREA NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
CALL GAUSS(GP,WT,2) 
DO 40 IGAUS=I,NINT 
DO 40 JGAUS=I,NINT 
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KGASP=KGASP+l 
XI=GP(NINT,IGAUS) 
ETA=GP(NINT,JGAUS) 
CALL ANGLE(XI,ETA,CSl,SCl,CS2,SC2,IELNO,XCOORD,YCOORD,LNODES) 
C-------------------------EVALUATE SHAPE FUNCTIONS,ELEMENTAL VOLUME, ETC 
CALL SHP4Q(XI,ETA,XE,YE,IELNO) 
WGT=JAC*WT(NINT,IGAUS)*WT(NINT,JGAUS) 
C-------------------------EVALUATE THE XFLXIBILITY MATRIX 
CALL SHASIG(P,XI,ETA,IELNO,XCOORD,YCOORD,LNODES,CSl,SCl, 
1 CS2,SC2) 
NGASH=O 
DO 27 1=1,4 
MGASH=NGASH+l 
NGASH=MGASH+l 
B(l,MGASH)=DPHDX(I) 
B(l,NGASH)=O.O 
B(2,MGASH)=0.0 
B(2,NGASH)=DPHDY(I) 
B(3,MGASH)=DPHDY(I) 
B(3,NGASH)=DPHDX(I) 
27 CONTINUE 
DO 30 1=1,5 
DO 30 J=1,8 
DO 30 K=1,3 
30 E(I,J)=E(I,J)+P(K,I)*B(K,J)*WGT 
40 CONTINUE 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE INVH(IELNO,IH,H) 
c 
C INVERT N X N MATRIX A =B 
C 
DIMENSION H(5,5),IH(5,5) 
REAL IH 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
C-------------------------SET UP IH AS UNIT MATRIX 
L=5 
DO 20 I=l,L 
DO 10 J=l,L 
10 IH(I,J)=O.O 
20 IH(I,I)=1.0 
C-------------------------SELECT COLUMN IH FOR ELIMINATION 
DO 60 M=l,L 
C-------------------------DO ALL ROWS EXCEPT ROW MN 
DO 40 I=l,L 
IF (1. NE .M) THEN 
Z=H(I,M)/H(M,M) 
DO 30 J=l,L 
H(I,J)=H(I,J)-H(M,J)*Z 
IH(I,J)=IH(I,J)-IH(M,J)*Z 
30 CONTINUE 
END IF 
40 CONTINUE 
C-------------------------AND DIVIDE ROW M BY H(MN,MN) 
Z=H(M,M) 
DO 50 J=l,L 
H(M,J)=H(M,J)/Z 
IH(M,J)=IH(M,J)/Z 
50 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE ___________________ _ 
C-------------------------------------------------
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SHASIG(P,XI,ETA,L,XCOORD,YCOORD,LNODES,AAl,AA2, 
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1 BBl,BB2) 
C 
C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES PMATRIX 
C 
C _____ ~=~~~=~~_~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~=~~~:=~RD(50),LNODES(30,4) 
CCl=AAl -----------------------------
SSl=AA2 
CC2=BBI 
SS2=BB2 
ADD=CCl*CC2-SS1*SS2 
Cl=(CCl**2)/ADD 
C2=(SS2**2)/ADD 
C3=(CCl*SS2)/ADD 
C4=(SSl**2)/ADD 
C5=(CC2**2)/ADD 
C6=(SSl*CC2)/ADD 
C7=(CCl*SSl)/ADD 
C8=(CC2*SS2)/ADD 
C9=(CCl*CC2+SS1*SS2)/ADD 
CALL NATSTS(PN,XI,ETA) 
DO 10 1=1,3 
DO 10 J=1,5 
10 P(I,J)=O.O 
DO 20 J=1,2 
P(1,J)=PN(1,J)*Cl+PN(2,J)*C2+2*PN(3,J)*C3 
P(2,J)=PN(1,J)*C4+PN(2,J)*C5+2*PN(3,J)*C6 
P(3,J)=PN(1,J)*C7+PN(2,J)*C8+PN(3,J)*C9 
20 CONTINUE 
P(1,3)=1. 
P(2,4)=1. 
P(3,5)=1. 
C---------------------------------------------------------------------
C 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE NATSTS(PN,XI,ETA) 
C-------------------------RELATES THE STRESSES TO THE B'S 
C 
DIMENSION PN(3,2) C---------------------------------------------------------------------
DO 10 1=1,3 
DO 10 J=1,2 
10 PN(I,J)=O. 
PN(l,l)=ETA 
PN(2,2)=XI C------------------------------------------------------------------------
C 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PRODU2(L,XI,ETA,NP,XCOORD,YCOORD,LNODES,MATFLG, 
1 DATMAT,AAl,AA2,BBl,BB2) 
C THIS ROUTINE SETS THE NP MATRIX 
C 
DIMENSION N(3,3) 
REAL N 
DIMENSION P(3,5) 
DIMENSION NP(3,5) 
REAL NP 
DIMENSION XCOORD(50),YCOORD(50),LNODES(30,4),MATFLG(30), 
1 DATMAT(5,3) C----------------------------------------------------------------------
CALL SHASIG(P,XI,ETA,L,XCOORD,YCOORD,LNODES,AAl,AA2,BBl,BB2) 
CALL COMPLA(L,N,MATFLG,DATMAT) 
CC CALL PLSTRN(L,N,MATFLG,DATMAT) 
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DO 20 1=1,3 
DO 20 J=I,5 
NP{I,J)=O 
DO 10 LL=I,3 
10 NP{I,J)=NP{I,J)+N{I,LL)*P{LL,J) 
20 CONTINUE C---------------------------------_________________________________________ _ 
C 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE COMPLA{L,N,MATFLG,DATMAT) 
C-------------------------SETS THE ELASTIC MATRIX FOR PLANE STRESS 
C 
DIMENSION DATMAT(5,3),MATFLG(30) 
DIMENSION N{3,3) 
REAL N,NU 
COMMON NNODES,NELEM,NMATLS,NPDIS,NPLDS,LOOT,LPRINT,LIN C----------------------------------_______________________________________ _ 
CALL PROPTY(L,MATFLG,DATMAT,YM,NU,T) 
DO 10 1=1,3 
DO 10 J=I,3 
10 N(I,J)=O.O 
N(I,I)=1./YM 
N(I,2)=-NU/YM 
N{2,1)=N{I,2) 
N(2,2)=I./YM 
N(3,3)=2.*{I.+NU)/YM C---------------------------------------------------------__________________ _ 
C 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PLSTRN(L,N,MATFLG,DATMAT) 
C-------------------------SETS THE ELASTIC MATRIX FOR PLANE STAIN 
C 
DIMENSION DATMAT(5,3),MATFLG(30) 
DIMENSION N(3,3) 
REAL N,NU 
COMMON NNODES,NELEM,NMATLS,NPDIS,NPLDS,LOOT,LPRINT,LIN 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
CALL PROPTY(L,MATFLG,DATMAT,YM,NU,T) 
DO 10 1=1,3 
DO 10 J=I,3 
10 N(I,J)=O.O 
N(I,I)=(I.-NU*NU)/YM 
N(I,2)=-(NU*{I.+NU»/YM 
N(2,1)=N(I,2) 
N(2,2)=N(I,I) 
N(3,3)=2.*{I.+NU)/YM 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
c 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ANGLE(XI,ETA,CSl,SCl,CS2,SC2,L,XCOORD,YCooRD,LNODES) 
C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE ANGLES OF THE CURVILNEAR CooRDIANTES 
C TO CARTESIAN COORDINATES 
c 
DIMENSION XCooRD(50),YCooRD(50),LNODES(30,4),XS(4),YS(4), 
1 XE(4),YE(4) 
COMMON/ELV/ JAC,JACINV(2,2),PHI(4),DPHDXI(4),DPHDET(4), 
1 DPHDX(4),DPHDY(4) 
REAL JAC, JACINV 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------
CALL CooRDS(L,LNODES,XCooRD,YCooRD,XS,YS) 
SJACll=O. 
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C 
SJACI2=0. 
SJAC21=0. 
SJAC22=0. 
DO IS 1=1,4 
XE(I)=XS(I)-XS(I) 
YE(I)=YS(I)-YS(I) 
IS CONTINUE 
CALL SHP4Q(XI,ETA,XE,YE,L) 
DO 10 1=1,4 
SJACll=SJACll+DPHDXI(I)*XE(I) 
SJACI2=SJACI2+DPHDXI(I)*YE(I) 
SJAC21=SJAC21+DPHDET(I)*XE(I) 
10 SJAC22=SJAC22+DPHDET(I)*YE(I) 
SJACl=SQRT«SJACll**2)+(SJACI2**2» 
SJAC2=SQRT«SJAC21**2)+(SJAC22**2» 
CSl=(SJACll/SJACl) 
SCl=(SJACI2/SJACl) 
CS2=(SJAC22/SJAC2) 
SC2=(SJAC21/SJAC2) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE STRESS (IELNO,LNODES,XCOORD,YCOORD,MATFLG,DATMAT, 
1 SOLV,Bl) 
C THIS ROUTINE IS TO FIND THE CURVILINEAR STRESSES FOR THE ELEMENT 
C 
COMMON NNODES,NELEM,NMATLS,NPDIS,NPLDS,LOOT,LPRINT,LIN 
DIMENSION IH(S,S),H(S,S) 
COMMON/CEQ/ E(S,S) 
COMMON/CST/ SXI(S,50),SET(S,SO),SXT(S,SO) 
DIMENSION X3(S),Bl(5),IHTT(S,S) 
REAL IHTT, IH 
DIMENSION LNODES(30,4),XCOORD(SO),YCOORD(SO),MATFLG(30), 
1 DATMAT(5,3),SOLV(100),X(S),Y(S) 
C---------------------------------------------------------------------------
C------------------------FIND THE NODAL DISPLACEMENTS CORRESPONDENT 
C------------------------TO THE ELEMENT 
DO 10 1=1,4 
L=2*I 
J=2*LNODES(IELNO,I) 
X3(L-l)=SOLV(J-l) 
X3(L)=SOLV(J) 
10 CONTINUE 
CALL FLEX(IELNO,H,XCOORD,YCOORD,LNODES,MATFLG,DATMAT) 
CALL EQUI(IELNO,LNODES,XCOORD,YCOORD) 
CALL INVH(IELNO,IH,H) 
DO 20 1=1,5 
DO 20 J=I,S 
IHTT(I,J)=O. 
DO 20 L=I,5 
20 IHTT(I,J)=IHTT(I,J)+IH(I,L)*E(L,J) 
C------------------------FIND THE BETA'S 
DO 30 I=I,S 
Bl(I)=O. 
DO 30 J=I,S 
30 Bl(I)=Bl(I)+IHTT(I,J)*X3(J) 
C-----------------------FIND THE STRESSES 
X( 1) =-l. 
X( 2 )=+l. 
X (3) =+l. 
X(4)=-l. 
Y(I)=-I. 
Y(2)=-I. 
Y (3) =+l. 
Y (4) =+l. 
DO 40 1=1,4 
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XD=X(I) 
YD=Y(I) 
SXI(I,IELNO)=Bl(l)*YD 
SET(I,IELNO)=Bl(2)*XD 
SXT(I,IELNO)=O. 
40 CONTINUE 
C---------------------------------------------------------------------------
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE POSTPR(LNODES,XCOORD,YCOORD,MATFLG,DATMAT,SOLV) 
C 
C THIS ROUTINE IS TO FIND THE CURVILINEAR STRESSES FOR THE ELEMENT 
C 
COMMON/CST/ SXI(5,50),SET(5,50),SXT(5,50) 
COMMON/STR/ SX(5,50),SY(5,50),SXY(5,50) 
COMMON NNODES,NELEM,NMATLS,NPDIS,NPLDS,LOOT,LPRINT,LIN 
DIMENSION LNODES(30,4),XCOORD(50),YCOORD(50),MATFLG(30), 
1 DATMAT(5,3),SOLV(100),X(5),Y(5),Bl(5) 
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
X( 1)=-l. 
X(2 )=+l. 
X( 3) =+l. 
X( 4 )=-l. 
Y (1) =-l. 
Y(2)=-l. 
Y(3 )=+l. 
Y(4 )=+l. 
DO 27 1=1,4 
DO 27 J=l,NUMEL 
SX(I,J)=O.O 
SY(I,J)=O.O 
SXY(I,J)=O.O 
27 CONTINUE 
DO 15 IELNO=l,NELEM 
CALL STRESS(IELNO,LNODES,XCOORD,YCOORD,MATFLG,DATMAT,SOLV,B1) 
DO 10 1=1,4 
XI=X(I) 
ETA=Y(I) 
CALL ANGLE(XI,ETA,CSl,SCl,CS2,SC2,IELNO,XCOORD,YCOORD,LNODES) 
CCl=CSl 
SSl=SC1 
CC2=CS2 
SS2=SC2 
ADD=CCl*CC2-SS1*SS2 
Cl=(CCl**2)/ADD 
C2=(SS2**2)/ADD 
C3=(CCl*SS2)/ADD 
C4=(SSl**2)/ADD 
C5=(CC2**2)/ADD 
C6=(SSl*CC2)/ADD 
C7=(CCl*SSl)/ADD 
C8=(CC2*SS2)/ADD 
C9=(CCl*CC2+SS1*SS2)/ADD 
SX(I,IELNO)=SXI(I,IELNO)*Cl+SET(I,IELNO)*C2+2.* 
1 SXT(I,IELNO)*C3+Bl(3) 
SY(I,IELNO)=SXI(I,IELNO)*C4+SET(I,IELNO)*C5+2.* 
1 SXT(I,IELNO)*C6+Bl(4) 
SXY(I,IELNO)=SXI(I,IELNO)*C7+SET(I,IELNO)*C8+2.* 
1 SXT(I,IELNO)*C9+Bl(5) 
10 CONTINUE 
15 CONTINUE 
DO 200 IELNO=l,NELEM 
WRITE(6,2311) IELNO -1 5) 
WRITE(6,2312) (I,SX(I,IELNO),SY(I,IELNO),SXY(I,IELNO),I- , 
200 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
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